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1. Studying present situation
1.1. Development of water tourism in Leningrad region
1.1.1. General situation
Aspiration for changes is the main driving motive for the development of a person. When the main
driving motive is a search for new impressions one can speak about the rise of tourism.
Social shocks at the end of the previous century in Russia brought to almost complete
disappearance of tourism as social phenomena, but following economic stabilization has restored
«status quos». Statistic data, regularly collected in Leningrad region since 2000, tells about the
sustainable increase of interest of Russians and other countries citizens in the opportunities of the
territory on the forming of new unforgettable impressions.

Dynamics of the increase of the quantity of organized tourists visiting Leningrad region
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Yearly the quantity of tourists visiting the region is commensurable to the quantity of permanently
living in the territory inhabitants. The number of tourists’ attendants, workers in tourism service is
constantly increasing.
Figures given in the diagrams tell that Leningrad region is a perspective territory.
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Dynamics of the permanent work places increase (in tourism firms and accommodation
centers) % regarding the previous year
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Yearly the quantity of really working in the territory of the region collective accommodation
centers increase, the number of working in the region tour firms proliferates. The tourism sphere
potential of the region is far from being used up; data of statistic observation are evidence of it.
Now the number of people working in this sphere is less than 1% of able to work people of the
region, the quantity of tourists accepted in the territory without prejudice to ecology and economy
can be increased in 3 times regarding nowadays.
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Dynamics of alteration of the tour firms registered in the territory of Leningrad region
Tour firms that have two licenses (tour operator and tour agency)
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Taxes taking into the regional budget system from the companies working in tourism sphere have
significantly proliferated, especially for the latest years. It’s the evidence of the stirring up of
work of the tourism sphere enterprises and of the rise of social reasonability of business
representatives.
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1.1.2. Present infrastructure
The territory of Leningrad region is rich in rivers, lakes and channels. These water ways have
always been used for trade, cultural and other communications.
The ancient trade way “from Varangian into Greeks” went along the rivers of the region. Big
rivers, lakes and channels form river systems that are navigated for the space of 2054 km including
main 600 km – Volga-Baltic way (Baltic Sea, the Gulf of Finland, the Neva, the Ladoga, the Svir,
and the Onega), Saimenskiy channel. There are 1800 big and small lakes located in the territory,
among them: Ladozhskoe lake (18400 km2), Chudskoe lake (2611 km2), Onezhskoe lake (9890
km2), lake-river system of the Vuoksa (95,6 km2). River lines connect many cities and villages of
the region; in a season on some of them a regular navigation of river ships is established.
In the territory of the region there are three big passenger and trade ports: Vyborg, Vysotsk,
Ust-Luga. River ports are situated in Shlisselburg, Priozersk, Podporozhie, Voznesenie. River
berths exist and functionate in Lodeinoe pole, Svirstroy, Mandrogi, Old Ladoga. Mooring walls
exist in the villages Vladimirovka, Sias’story and in the cities Primorsk, Ivangorod. There are
yacht clubs in New Ladoga and Vyborg.
From collecting new bright impressions point of view hardly ever any other kind of tourism
can be compared to the water one.
Traditionally, with a view to organize tourism-recreation rest 4 basic directions of water tourism
are used: cruise, sail-motor, camp (with the use of motorless ships) and regular water
communication. All these directions are represented in the region.
From all 130 tour firms, registered in the territory of the region, only 2 have incomes from
water tourism exceeding 50%. In Saint-Petersburg not less than 10 shipping companies, giving
their services in the water spaces of Leningrad region, are registered.
1.1.3. Present routes
Almost at all the lines passenger, cargo-and-passenger ships and ferries, that are exploited not
less than 8 years and are after the capital repair, are used.
Total quantity of ships used in the region for recreation purposes doesn’t exceed 100 items.
The relevance of this kind of rest is quite big; more than 80% charge of the summer cruise
lines is the evidence of it.
According to statistic data collected by the Physical training, Sport and youth Committee, in
2006 only to the cities Lodeinoe pole and Sias’stroy 300 calls by the ships chartered outside the
region were made.
1.1.3.1. Camp kind of water tourism with the use of motorless ships.
In the region there are 56 developed and described river (camp) routes of different extension,
geographical directivity and tourist complexity. 12 of them are in the territory of Kingiseppskiy
and Slantsevskiy areas of Leningrad region.
The list of river routes around Leningrad region is given below on the basis of the book written
by Plechko L.A. “Water routes of Leningrad region”, Leningrad, 1987.
As a rule, river tourism is individual, isn’t popular among the population and doesn’t bring
great profit as such tourists almost don’t use good things of civilization: they don’t live in hotels,
ignore the services of catering, at free from rowing time entertain themselves by themselves. A
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serious problem of this kind of tourism is litter that is left after the rest and can spoil as a view as
the atmosphere of nature beauty for those who come later.
There are two clubs in Leningrad region “Lena” and “Sail” situated in Priozersk; they devote
themselves to the organization of active water tourism and development of water routes for yawls
and canoes as a rule on the Vuoksa or Ladozhskoe lake. In summer period the clubs organize 2-3
tours on rowing boats for all who want.
1.1.3.2. Cruise lines going in the territory of Leningrad region.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Saint-Petersburg– Valaam
Saint-Petersburg – Kizhi
Routes to Konevets
Saint-Petersburg – Shlisselburg

1.1.3.3.Regular communication
Regular communication as absolute necessity (it’s impossible to get to the territory in another
way) is rare in Leningrad region at the moment. The only case – ferry passage over the Svir river
near the village Voznesenie (the place where the river flows into Onezhskoe lake).
The main part of regular communications is big-tourist-stream-oriented, though people
traveling by water transport on business are not put ashore. So, regular water communication in
Saint-Petersburg and Leningrad region works on the following routes:
- Saint-Petersburg – Petrodvorets
- Routes along the channels of the city-upon-Neva
- Lomonosov – Kronshtadt
The last rout is mostly oriented not to the carriage of passengers but loans and has an industrial
orientation.

1.1.4. Sail-motor tourism
Sail-motor kind of water tourism is getting more and more popular among wealthy members
of the population of our country, but has a number of facts that restrain its development. This
negative moment is compulsory existence of appropriate infrastructure. Without small ports,
harbor walls, refueling, navigation situation and etc it’s impossible to develop yacht tourism.
For today there are 3 acting yacht stands in Leningrad region, in Saint-Petersburg – 7.
Statistics on the quantity of yachts in the region is absent.
Contradiction between the weak development of small port infrastructure in the Russian part
of the Gulf of Finland and the longing of our compatriots to rest on yachts was solved when yachts
bought by Russians became to be attached to foreign ports. Such way out allows the owner to
economize on import duties and ship keeping, not restraining the freedom of movement on the
water.
The complication for yacht tourism in Leningrad region is transference in Russian Federation
inner waters especially for foreign ships. There are many restrictions, for example, a pilotage is
compulsory, e.g. for sailing in Russian inner waters foreign ships without fail has to take local
pilots whose service costs are quite expensive and in most cases are not available to yachtsmen.
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However despite of all the complexities yacht tourism in Leningrad region and SaintPetersburg develops with the increased speed. Yacht berths are built, the number of yachts and
launches increases, the interest in this kind of rest is rising up.
1.1.5. Sports fishing
In Leningrad region it’s possible to fish not less than 20 breeds of fish. The prevailing breeds are
white-fish, lamprey, salmon, and pike.
This perspective direction of water tourism is at conceptual stage of its development and is mostly
concentrated on the closed wells of the region. Services on assured fishing with the accordance of
all necessary for fishing equipment and attended services can be received on 6 lakes (of natural and
artificial origin) of the region. Services on fishing in open water systems can be received only in
two places in the territory of the region, including the Narova. In this case it’s an attend service of
the enterprise on industrial fishing – the limited liability company “Unix”.
1.1.6. Perspectives for the development of water tourism in Leningrad region
The development of water tourism is one of the main directions of the development of tourism
sphere in the region. In the regional target program “The development of tourism sphere and
recreation in Leningrad region for 2006-2008” an issue is devoted to this direction of tourism.
Actions provided by the Program include the development of active water-motor tourism. The key
factors in the development of water tourism are an annual festival “Vuoksa”, marine yacht festival
“Sails of Vyborg”, new sail holiday “Maritime sail week”. These actions will be financed from the
means of budget, municipal formations and commercial structures.
Additional sources of financing are drawn on the development of water tourism in the
frameworks of the Cooperation programs with EU. 4 Programs on the development of water
tourism in Leningrad region were realized and are being realized. The program of the development
of water tourism “From Saima into the Onega” was approved for the realization in 2008-2009.
The creation of modern water infrastructure and the development and inculcation of up-to-date
excursion programs and tourist products will help to satisfy population’s and guests needs in the
rest on water only partly. Everyone from questioned during the survey of the capacity of tourist
market in the region respondents, inhabitants of Saint-Petersburg and Leningrad region, expressed
a will to get tourist services connected with water tourism either a cruise to Valaam or Kizhi, or an
opportunity to sail along one of the rivers of Leningrad region.
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1.2. Investigation of potentially suitable places for water tourism
along the route
1.2.1. Description of the rivers
The Narova (Narva, archaic Est. – Alukse) – is a river 77 km long, has its source from
Chudskoe lake and flows into the gulf of Baltic Sea. Along the Narova there is a boarder between
Russian Federation and Estonia. The largest tributaries of the Narova in Leningrad region are
Vtroia in Estonia and Gorodenka, Poruny.
In the upper stream the Narova flows in distributaries, making quite big islands. Some of
them, especially not far from the source, supersede the Narova in a width (specifically
distributaries, rounding the island Verkhovskiy, here the width of the river is around 900 meters).
Near Omut village (Russia) the river is blocked by Omutskiye rapids with total height of the fall
around 5 meters, however they don’t prevent small shipping.
Approximately in the middle of the upper stream the Borovnia River flows into the Narova.
Borovnia is famous for the deciduous wood, growing on its banks and consisting of lindens, ashtrees, elms, birches and maples, some of which can’t be clasped in arms. Enormous fern, which
height goes up to a man’s chest, grows at the foot of these trees. The area of the wood is 430
hectares between the rivers the Gorodenka, the Borovnia and the Narova and there is a botanyzoological reserve.
In the lower stream there were waterfalls Krengolmskiy (the height of the falling water – 1-6
meters) and Joalskiy (the height of the falling water – 6-7,5 meters). While building Narvskaya
hydroelectric power station in 1955 the waterfalls practically disappeared (are renewed when the
dam of the hydroelectric power station opens).
From Narva waterfalls to the bridge of Friendship the Narova valley with the deepness more
than 20 meters is located in the canyon. The Canyon of the Narova River – is a landscape reserve
that is under the state protection. Starting from Narvskaya hydroelectric power station the Narova
rounds Maiden peninsula. Its area is 180-200 square kms, the length of the coastline – is 1,2 km. In
the place where Narva castle “looks” at Ivangorod fortress, a defile is forming – a narrow pass
between two rock-heights. In this section Narova stream is the stormiest.
Further the river flows 2,2 kms within the bounds of Narva. And the rest 12 kms flows
through the banks, overgrown with conifers woods, meeting on her way several islands, in
particular Petrovskiy island and Kanna island.
The Narova is navigable during 14,9 km; lower hydroelectric power station, up to the mouth.
In 700 meters from the Narova mouth the Rosson River flows into it. Rosson connects the Narova
to the Luga River, flowing in 15 km to the east. The Rosson has the most interesting phenomenon
– a bifurcation. Depending on the quantity of water in the Narova and Luga, the Rosson flows
either towards the Narova, or towards the Luga. This phenomenon can be perfectly observed in
Narva-Jysuu.

1.2.2. Present recreation areas and parking places on the banks of the
Narova River, Rosson River and lake Silent (Vaikne)
In the picture__1___ you can see recreation areas and parking places along the water route
downwards the stream of the Narova River from the car bridge “Friendship” in Ivangorod along
the Rosson river to the child centre “Rosson”, then along the channels to lake Silent (Vaikne).
There are the following parking places on the travel line in the Russian part of the Narova and then
along the Rosson:
- Town beach in the suburban cooperative “Yubileiniy”
- Kampergolm island
The Leningrad regional state institution «Information – Tourist Center»
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Stone bank
High bank
Glades to Sarkulia village on the left bank of the Rosson on the travel line to the Luga
Sarkulia village
Venekulia village
“Rosson” centre (State educational institution of the addition children’s education “Child
sanitary-educational centre “Rosson”),
Parking places on the left coast of the channel to lake Silent,
Left coast of the lake in its northern part
Coast of Finland gulf near the lake.

Short description of the present parking places and recreation areas along the rivers on the
travel line from Ivangorod to Silent lake by water transport are represented below:
1. Town beach in the suburban cooperative “Yubileiniy”.
Situated in 2,5 kms north from the centre of the town, downwards the stream of the Narova
River.
The road to the beach is asphalt and is in a satisfactory condition. The beach adjoins right up to
the suburb garden-plots. A large amount of the area is covered with grass. A small stripe of the
ground along the cost is sandy as well as the bottom. There are dressing cubicles and a ground for
volleyball on the beach, not far from the beach there is a stall. There are no closets and places for
litter gathering. The meaning of the large wooden cross, placed on coming in to the beach, is not
clear.
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2. Kampergolm Island
Is a historical place – Peter the first’s headquarters in the battle for Narva in the Northern War
in 1700. In honor of died Russian soldiers a memorable cross was placed.
After the construction of Narvskaya hydroelectric power station the level of water decreased
significantly and the island became a part of the dry land, having kept its historical name.
Nowadays there is a building of a chapel in honor of the great martyr Fedor Stratilat, a saint
patron of Fedor Alexeevich Golovin (Count Golovin was a prominent state person – the president
of embassy, commander of the Military-naval department, the head of Armory, Gold and Silver
chambers, Siberia deputy, governing the mint, a count of Rome empire, the closest brother-in-arms
of Peter the first) and the whole Orthodox army.
The island is located in 5 kms from Ivangorod, downwards the stream of the Narova River.
The island territory is quite big, dissected in several glades in a natural manner. There is a halfsubmerged ship in the northern part. The island territory is not made comfortable, despite of the
fact that it’s quite popular.
Approach road to the island is difficult as from the dry land as from the river. There are no
suitable comfortable berths.

3. A plot near the stone cost.
Fish men’s favorite place. Not big plot of a sandy cost in immediate proximity to the country
road between Ivangorod and Venekulia village. The dimensions of the open ground are about
10х30 meters. The distance to the road is 20 meters. There are no any facilities there.
The Leningrad regional state institution «Information – Tourist Center»
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4. A High cost, a corner between the Narova and the Rosson.
It’s quite a long (about 1 km) and narrow (not more than 10 meters before the precipice) sandy
and abrupt coast of the Narova. Is located near the place where the Rosson flows into the Narova,
within 12 kms from Ivangorod. Pinery, river and the nearness of the Gulf of Finland make an
especially pleasant atmosphere for a rest. Recreation area on some glades is equipped with
necessary facilities (there are tables, benches, places for lighting a fire). It’s possible to estimate the
popularity of the place thanks to the quantity of litter, left after summer.

5. Several separate glades along the Rosson River from the Sarkulia village side to the
village itself.
The glades are located to the left if to move from the Narova River to the Luga River. As there
is a rare phenomenon in the Rosson – bifurcation, an alteration of stream direction versus the level
of water in the Narova or the Luga, the place of emptying or source of the Rosson, it’s quite
difficult to talk about the location of coastlines concerning the stream.
These glades are not large in size, are in a quite good condition as the access to them on the
ground is difficult (it’s 20 kms through wood from the nearest asphalt road) and the amount of
resting tourists isn’t great. There are no necessary facilities.
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6. Venekulia village.
From Estonian it means “Russian village”. Habitable village, about 100 houses, most of the
population doesn’t permanently live here, using the houses as recreation areas. The village is
situated to the right if to move towards the Luga, about 1 km from the place, where the Rosson
flows into the Narova. There are good approaches from the dry land as to the village as to water:
there is an asphalt road on the way to the village and there is only one small section of the road in
the village that is an earth road. As a rule, coming tourists launch here. The glade near the cost is
used as a parking place for cars. There is no any infrastructure connecting to the water tourism in
the village.

7. Sarkulia village
The village is situated opposite Venekulia village, accordingly to the left side of the river if to
move from the Narova. It’s a small village, 30 houses, with very small permanently living
inhabitants. The situation is similar to the previous village, situated opposite, when the most of
owners use the houses as recreation areas. The drive to the village from a dry land is significantly
difficult and is possible only by the transport of high cross-country ability. From the water tourism
development point of view this place is interesting as a passage for ones who would like to rest on
the bank of the Gulf of Finland (for a distance of 1 km there is a sandy coastline of the Gulf of
Finland, 12 km long from the Narova mouth to the east). There are no berths or other social
infrastructure.

8. State educational institution of the addition children’s education “Child sanitaryeducational centre “Rosson”
Child centre was built in 70-80 years of the previous century, can simultaneously accept 400
people and occupies a territory about 100 hectares. There are the following buildings in the
territory of the centre:
Administrative building.
The Leningrad regional state institution «Information – Tourist Center»
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In a two stored building of Administrative building there are working studies of SEI ACE
CSEC “Rosson” guidance, a conference room, a first-aid post, showers for 20 people and 8
comfortable rooms for living.
Central building.
The Central building supersedes any building in the territory of the centre in its size. There is
an assembly hall equipped with the cinema for 380 people, a canteen, a bar, a library, disco-hall,
gym, tennis hall, an accommodation for hobby groups’ work, and a radio cabin.
Living buildings.
There are four three stored living buildings in the centre territory. On each floor there is a
spacious hall, 8 rooms for four people and 2 two-seater rooms for teachers. The total capacity of
the floor is 36 people. Every floor is equipped with toilet rooms and showers. There are siccative
wardrobes for clothes and shoes. Every living building is equipped with vehicles for
communication and cable television.
Sports grounds.
A great amount of sport and mass events are held on the open grounds of the centre. They are:
football field, basketball and volleyball grounds, a ground for tennis. A suitable river-bed of the
Rosson and equipped boating station can be a wonderful area for trainings and competitions on
kayaks and canoes.
Embankment
A picturesque embankment is a favorite place for morning and evening walks lovers.
Beach
A propitious geographical position of children sanitary-educational centre “Rosson” allows to
spend time on three comfortable beaches, two of which are situated right on the Rosson river, and
one – on the coastline of the gulf of Finland, where there is a tent camp. This beach is especially
popular.
Tent camp.
Coastwise of the Gulf of Finland 40 minutes walk from the children sanitary-educational centre
“Rosson” near Silent lake a tent camp for 50 people is set up for three summer months. In the
camp territory there are all necessities for living and resting - not venting modern tents, a camp
with a full set of crockery for cooking and eating, a pavilion for conferences and, of course, a
beach!
A camp is for children at school age and is maximally loaded during the period of school
holidays. During the “low” season adult groups are accepted. There is everything that is necessary
for organization of the rest for adults. Centre guidance is ready to accept adult groups in summer as
well.
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9. Some separate glades along the Rosson River from the camp to lake Silent(Vaikne)
If to move from “Rosson” centre towards Silent lake on the left there are several spontaneously
organized glades, used by fish men and active rest lovers. Infrastructure is absent; access from
the dry land is difficult.

10. Gulf of Finland near the lake.
Lake Silent is interesting not only because of its picturesque banks, pinery, silent, fresh air and
rare breeds of birds, building its nest on the shores, but also for a very beautiful sandy coast of the
Gulf of Finland that is located in 100 meters from the lake. For the space of 12 kms from the
Narova mouth as on Estonian side as on Russian side sandy beaches have stretched. A coastline on
the right side of the Narova is similar to Narva-Jysue beaches.
Russian side was closed for visitors for a long time and didn’t develop from recreation point of
view, thanks to what it has kept its pureness and integrity of the nature.
Narva Gulf is quite shallow in this place that is very convenient for family couples with small
children, without algae, quickly warms up in summer, and is a fantastically beautiful, especially
during sunset, when the sun sets right in the sea, painting the sky with all rainbow colors. The
coastline is almost lonely even on the hottest days.
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1.2.3. Historical places upon the Narova and the Rosson rivers.
1. Ivangorod.
In the frameworks of the present project we review only the objects, situated on the Russian
bank of the Narova.
Ivangorod was chosen as the start for water route, it’s a small historical town that is definitely
interesting for tourists. There are a lot of historical places in the town. First of all, Ivangorod
fortress was founded in 1492 according to the Great Prince Ivan the III dictate and got its name in
his honor. Neighborhood of Narva castle, founded by Dutch knights 150 years earlier Ivangorod,
gives a specific beauty and uniqueness to the fortress. The ensemble of two
confronting
fortresses, situated in different countries, built in different ages, in different styles is unique. There
are no such places in the world!
The next interesting historical object in Ivangorod is the whole micro district - Parusinka. This
southern part of the town is a well-kept pattern of industrial architecture of the middle of XIX
century and is connected to the name of Alexander Shtiglets. Manufacturer, Maecenas, state figure,
he founded State bank of Russia, industry-building college (Today of Mukhina name) in SaintPetersburg, built railways. In Ivangorod he had his estate, also here, in the cathedral of Saint
Trinity that was built on his means, there is a grave of all the members of the Shtiglets family. The
cathedral suffered a lot during the Second World War and for the latest time has been
reconstructed by the fund “The centre of Russian national fame”.
Parusinka is remarkable for one more interesting object – nature monument – Narva waterfalls.
Narva waterfalls consist of two parts, bisected by Krengolm Island. Their total length is 125
meters, height is between 4 and 7 meters. The volume of falling water is 1200m3 per a second. It’s
one of the widest and powerful waterfalls in Europe. But, more often there is no water in
waterfalls, as after the construction of Narvskaya hydroelectric power station, this powerful torrent
was directed for making peaceful energy. Now waterfalls come to life only in the periods of
technological necessity of the power station.
Two museums, working in Ivangorod, can be also referred to historical objects. They are:
museum of local lore and history with the exhibition of works made by Russian graphic and
illustrations artists, the most famous of which is Nikolay Yakovlevich Bilibin, an illustration artist
of Russian folk fairy-tails; with an exposition that tells about the regional history and the Northern
War. The second one is a museum of defensive architecture of north-west of Russia with the
models of defensive fortifications (fortresses, cloisters) of IX-XV centuries and the displays of
archeological dig.
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2. Kampergolm Island
On the island there was a command post of Peter the First’s army during the first significant
battle between Russian and Sweden armies in the North War. The battle took place on the 19th of
November in 1700.
Defensive line of the Russian army situated on the left bank of the Narova and was elongated
for some km. In the island zone a bridge for passage of soldiers and arms was built. According to
appraisals of different scientists the number of Russian army was from 25 to 35 thousands soldiers
and officers, most of whom were recruits; with the exception of two guards regiments
Semenovskiy and Preobrazhenskiy, officers were mostly foreigners. Sweden army, at the head of
which was Karl XII, was well educated, had experience of battles and its number under Narova
was from 8 000 up to 25 000 people.
The main blow of Sweden army was directed to the right flank (island area). The high
command at the head of which was general de Croa, surrendered, a panic started in the Russian
army, and built passage broke down, not bearing the heaviness and turmoil. Two guard regiments
were fighting bravely, beating off enemies’ attacks. The battle lasted for three days with variable
success and finished with Russian army capitulation and as a consequence with Russian lost of the
way to the Baltic Sea. Loss from Russian part was 8 000 people and almost the whole artillery;
from Sweden part – 3000 soldiers and officers.
In honor of the soldiers fighting bravely in this battle memorable crosses were placed on both
sides of the Narova in the Zone of Kampergolm Island.
In 1704 during the Peter the First’s army next battle for Narva, a command post again was
situated on this island. The result of the battle was absolutely different. Narva was smashed for 45
minutes after a powerful artillery bombardment. Ivangorod fortress surrendered a week later.
The victory over Narva gave Russia a way to Baltic Sea, an opportunity of free international
trade and development.

3. Feduninskie hills
This historic place is connected with the events of the Second World War, with the battle for
Narva and Ivangorod release in 1944.
Narva was strengthened so much that soviet soldiers couldn’t conquer it for half of the year.
Kingisepp, for example, was released on the 1st of February in 1944 and Ivangorod and Narva
managed to be released only on 24-26 of July in 1944.
In these hills there was the second standing army under the direction of general
I.I.Feduninskiy. From here the order about the offensive on Narva, that was acted outflank was
given. In Narva release 40 000 soldiers died. In honor of these events a memorable stele was
placed.
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4. First custom house on the Narova (the place where the Rosson flows into the Narova
from the Gulf of Finland side)
According to historical annals, the outlet into the Narova from The Gulf of Narva has been
guarded at all times. There is a mention that here there was a fortress, protecting ships of dealers as
at the middle ages as earlier. It’s connected to the fact that water ways at the times when there
wasn’t the Internet or cars, were the safest and the cheapest. It is much easier to carry any load by
water than to pave the way through unknown area and have problems with native population, who
are not always friendly. The Narova as well as Narva was a place of strategical interest, because
the only water way from the Baltic Sea to Pskov was the Narova River.
In the long period of Russian-Sweden confrontation the interests of two countries agreed
about the Narova River, upon which Russians either got the right to carry their goods or lost it.
Long before Saint-Petersburg Ivangorod became a water capital of Russia in Baltic region, from
this place Russian trade fleet and international trade started.
The interests of entrepreneurs had to be protected and for this purpose a fortress near the
Narova mouth was built.
There is also information that one more fortress was standing on the left bank of the Narova.
The exact position of the fortresses isn’t pointed, equally now we don’t have any of the remains of
these buildings.
In one of the military lull periods and trade prosperity exactly in the Rosson mouth near the
mouth of the Narova the first Russian custom house appeared.
It’s also interesting that many ships, sailing to Narva with the load of goods, couldn’t reach
the final destination, crashing during the storms and in low water of guileful Gulf of Narva. There
are some documentary evidences that during the storm decades of ships went down. Military
confrontation also helped many ships to sink. All this treasure now is interesting for archeologists
and treasure hunters, who call Narva gulf one of the most interesting and rich in treasure places.
5. Venekulia village
In translation from Estonian language is called “Russian”. The earth, where the village is
situated, after the Peter the First’s victory in the North War belonged to Russia. And in the second
half of the XIIIV century was presented to the princess Ekaterina Dashkova by Ekaterina the
Second.
6. Sarkulia village. A monument to I. Severianin.
Russian name of the village can be translated as “Insular”. Geographically it is right as the
village is washed by water from all sides: from the north – by waters of Narva Gulf, from the west
– by the Narova, from the south – by the Rosson and from the east – by not kept river, connected
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Lake Silent with the Gulf of Narva. Appeared island was 4 kms long and 1,5 kms wide. Nowadays
this plot is not an island any more and Sarkulia is the only village kept on the relative island. The
rest villages were either destroyed or abandoned. According to the native inhabitants memories
before the Second World War the village was quite big, there was a school and a church there.
During the civil war strong battles with North-west army of Yudenich were held here. The
Great patriotic war also left its print here.
Since 1918 till 1940 all Prinarovie acres, including Sarkulia and Venekulia, belonged to
Estonian republic. In 1936-1940 a Great Russian poet of the Silver age Igor Severianin lived in
Sarkulia. At the place, where the house that he rented was, there is a memorable plaque now.
Every year the festival of author’s song in the name of Severianin is held in the village.

1.2.4. History of navigation on the Narova and Rosson Rivers, Silent lake
The use of Narva as a water way has a long history, starting from the foundation of Narva city
as an economic centre at the intersection of trade ways.
In the beginning along the river simple boats sailed and they went up to Narva fortress
bastions.
In the XV century new kinds of ships started to appear. Vessels with goods went from ganzey
cities to Great Novgorod and back, Revel (Tallinn) merchants brought goods to Narva by the river.
For the safety on the river captains had to turn for a help to local fish men. In 1646 a regular pilot
service was established.
The development of trade navigation on the Narova had been realizing with variable success
for three centuries from XVI till XIX. In the XVIII century the level of external commodity
circulation on the Narova took the third place in Baltic region after Riga and Saint-Petersburg. In
XIX century because of the building of large-capacity ships, relatively not deep Narova became
economically unprofitable for navigation and passenger fleet came to take trade fleet’s place.
Regular passenger communication started in 1872 from Narva towards Narva-Jysue on a
steamer “Aplert” and lasted more than 100 years till 1992, practically nonstop even during the
years of the Great patriotic war except 1944.
In the beginning of XX century when the development of the resort Narva-Jysue went at a
rapid pace for tourists not only regular routes to Narva and Saint-Petersburg were offered but also
trips by yawls along the Narova and Rosson up to lake Silent. On the banks of the lake was opened
a restraint for tourists and tugboat plied between Gungenburg (narva-Jysue) and Silent lake.
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Since the 1st of August 1946 a regular communication Ust-Luga – Kingisepp by the steamers
“Kingisepp” and “Burevestnik” and Ust-Luga – Narva along the rivers Luga and Rosson started.
Since 17 of April 1959 – Ivangorod - Ust-Luga –Ivangorod.
In 1965 already existed lines were added with the routes Ivangorod – Narva-Jysue –Ivangorod
– Slantsy, and from the first of June 1967 Narva – Vask –Narva. In 1971 To the route map were
added Narva-Jysue, Small Kuzemkino, Knyaz – Selo. In these years at these lines the steamers
“Bystriy” and “Moskvich” plied.
The description of some water routes in Kingisepp region:

Route № 51. The Vruda and Luga rivers from the village Smerdovitsy to Kingisepp city
Distance
Number
Season

running

of

105
-

days
-

4

km.
5.
May.

-

The Vruda, right tributary of the Luga, has its source in springs and flows into the Luga on the 105th
km. The Vruda’s length is 60 km, average slope is 1,59 m\km. High-water bed is two-sided. In the
upper stream – before the mouth of the Ukhora river – river-bed is mostly uliginous, lower – sandy.
Average width – is 12-15 meters. For a long space the banks are uliginous, overgrown with bushes
and mixed wood. In the lower and middle stream rapids and rifts are met. Water is absolutely
transparent. Algae, seen even at a depth of several meters, give the Vruda a specific beauty. The
route starts from the station Vruda of the railway line Leningrad – Tallinn. It’s 3 km from the
platform to the river. First you have to go along the lines towards Tallinn before crossroads and then
along the road to the south. A bus goes here and passing transport can be met. Having come to the
crossroad, go 100 meters to the left to the two-stored brick building, to the south from it a path to the
river leads. Here you have to go over the bridges to the left bank, where there is a good place for the
assembling of canoes and for a camp. The village Smerdovitsy stands on shore of the artificial lake
Smerdovitsy that appeared after constructing a dam, which is situated 1 km lower the village. It’s
important to notice that before the village Ustie Vruda goes along uligious banks and there are
almost no places for stands. Straight off lower the dam in the river-bed lonely stones are met and in
12 km, at the place of former village Latsy, an old bridge stands; under it there is a conglomeration
of stones. Rifts appear. Lower the Vruda flows in two branches. You have to go to the left despite of
the fact that the right one seems to be much wider. Small stone rifts start to appear 5 km before the
village Ustie and they disappear only in the village. In low water in the number of places pilotage is
possible. But when the dam screens are closed rifts can be immersed and won’t be a problem. The
dam of hydroelectric power station should be enclosed from the left bank (50 meters). The most
difficult rifts will be met in the village Izvoz (17th km) under a bridge on the highway Moloskovitsy
– Osmino and in the village Maksimovka. Having put to the Luga, go to the right downstream. If to
follow this route in mean water the number of running days will be not less than 5 because of the
quantity of pilotage.

Route
Distance
Number
Season
Category

№

43

The

Luga

from

Luga

of
of

running
May
complexity

city

to

Kingisepp

172
days

-

city

km.
7.
September.
1.
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The Luga springs from Tesovo-Netylskoe swamp in the north-west part of Novgorod region and
flows into Luzhskaya bay of the Gulf of Finland. The length of the Luga is 353 km, average width is
from 20 to 30 meters. The river-bed is sandy, in rapids sections – pebble-stone. The depth is variable
because of silts and fickleness of the river-bed. High-water bed is broken, here and there indented
with former river-beds and creeks. Mixed and coniferous woods are on the banks. In the area of
settlements there are fields. In the upper stream the Luga flows along low, partly waterlogged banks.
For upper and middle streams hill-plain relief is typical.
From Tolmachevo to the settlement Milok the river is navigable. The beginning of the route –
the city and railway station Luga (222 km from the mouth). Luga is an old Russian settlement that
was mentioned about in Novgorod annals in 1383. In 1777 by order of Ekaterina II a city started to
be built there. Since that time a church built in 1786 (today it’s a cinema) and a post office in
Bazarnaya Street, 5 have been kept. Not once A.S. Pushkin stayed in this building during his trips
from Saint-Petersburg to the village Mikhailovskoe. During the Soviet period Luga from a small
trade district town turned into a significant cultural and economic center. During the Great Patriotic
War for two and a half years Luga had been occupied by German- fascist troops. Soviet Army
released the city on the 12 of February in1944. Dwelling houses and industrial enterprises were
almost destroyed by the fascists. For the years of post-war five-year plans Luga was not only
absolutely restored but increased significantly and became one of the most comfortable district
centre of the region. Plant “Belkozin”, abradant and foundary- mechanical plants, several enterprises
of light and food industry and others were built.
From the railway station to the river (along Tosia Petrova street) the distance is about 600
meters. On the left bank lower the old bridge it’s a convenient place for canoes assembling. Having
assembled canoes it’s necessary to go downstream. In several kilometers a village Shalovo will be
met. It stands on the high left bank. On its outskirts there is a wonderful oak-wood. Shalovo is
known for the following fact: in spring in 1890 N.K. Krupskaya with mother was having a rest here.
After Shalovo the river changes its direction and flows to the east between high wood banks. Lower
the river-bed gets narrow and divides into to channels, making an island about 1 km2 in size. The
island is called Posolskiy. Opposite it to the east a narrow channel goes into Merevskoe lake
(Betkovskoe).
A section of the river near the village Krupel is very beautiful: here the river flows between steep
sandy banks, overgrown with piny forest. On the 194th km from the right the Luga takes its largest
tributary – Oredezh. It’s important to mention that from the city Luga before the Oredezh’s mouth
water in the river is polluted and can’t be used for cooking or drinking. Lower the mouth of the
Oredezh the valley amplifies and the river makes intricate loops in the wide high-water bed. A lot of
former river-beds and back-waters are here. On the 185th km on the right bank of the Luga a village
Tolmachevo is situated. The village was called in honor of the hero of the civil war N.G. Tolmachev,
died in the battle near the village Krasnye Gory. A monument to him was placed in Tolmachevo.
In the XIX century not far from the railway station on the right bank of the Luga there was a manor
Zatishie. In summer 1888 M.E. Saltykov-Schedrin lived and worked here. Not far from Tolmachevo
in the manor “Dubki” a famous landscape painter I.I.Shishkin, who painted here a picture “A mill in
the forest at the station Preobrazhenskaya”, lived in 1896-1897.
In 1902-1904 on the left bank westwards from the bridge inventor of the radio A.S. Popov
lived. At the place of his dacha a dwelling house for railwaymen was built. In August 1941 along the
right bank of the Luga there was our defensive line; militiamen of the Baltic plant were fighting to
the bitter end. You can see the buildings of Tolmachevo tourist centre 5 km lower Tolmachevo on
the
right
bank
of
the
river.
3 km lower a picturesque right tributary – the Yaschera river flows into the Luga; in several km the
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second tributary - the Kemka river flows into the Luga. At the confluence of the Kemka and Luga
rivers the village Kemka is situated. Downstream on the right bank crest houses of the village
Bezhany are seen. A good sandy beach has stretched at the bottom of this hill.
Not far from the village Bezhany partisan dugouts have been kept. In 1941 here in unequal battle
with fascists a fearless scout Tosia Petrova died. Soon on the right a picturesque panorama of the
village Muraveino can be observed. Some houses stand below on the flood-lands bank, the rest is
situated on the high shore. Every turn of the river opens new fantastic views. Sometimes it is sandy
precipices, sometimes green hills or meadows. In the forests there are a lot of berries and
mushrooms; it’s not difficult to find here a good place for a stop and for bathing.
On the 128th km right tributary – Lemovzha flows into the Luga. There is a landing and a village
Milok in 5 km from its mouth. Navigable section of the Luga ends here. Ahead near Bolshoi Sabsk
a rapids section – Sabskie roads (5km) - begins. Here the river floods up to 100 meters in width and
rapidly flows among many stones. Rapids of the Luga are not of a high complexity, they are easily
overpassed; when the water is low pilotage can be easily carried out. In Bolshoi Sabska (on the 109th
km) there is the second in large tributary - The Saba river; and on the 107th km – right tributary, the
Vruda river. In July 1941 fascists came up to the Luga and captured a bridgehead on its right bank in
the area of Bolshoi Sabsk; but here they were detained by the cadets of S.M. Kirov Infantry College
and of the Red October artillery one. Crumbled blindages, overgrown trenches and craters are still
left on the banks of the river. A monument to the heroic cadets is placed in Bolshoi Sabsk.
6-7 km lower Sabsk on the right bank of the Luga fascists captured the second bridgehead, but their
movement was stopped by the second division of militia. Half-crumbled blindage has been kept
since the war time in 250-300 meters from the embankment of former Lychenskiy Bridge on the
right bank of the Luga. Near it there is a pine on which a plate with the following words: “Here VII VIII – 41 students of LISI, soldiers of the 8th company of the 3rd shooting regiment of the second
devision
of
militia,
defended
Lenin
city”
is
fastened.
Between the mouth of the Vruda and its left tributary – the Lychenka River – the Luga flows along
beautiful steep banks. Near the village Bolshoe Storonie (destroyed during the War) a rapids section
(2,2 km) starts. These rapids are overpassed easier than Sabskie ones as the river-bed is narrower (90
meters) here and the depth is more as well. On the 93rd km a way passes by the mouth of the left
tributary – The Dolgaya river, and on the 89th km near the village Porechie the right tributary - the
Khervitsa river - flows into the Luga. Here the last group of rifts (1,3 km) – Muraveinskie – appears.
When get closer to Kingisepp the backwater of Kingiseppskaya HES starts to influence. The route
finishes near the dam of HES, not far from Kingisepp. Buses go to the city from this place.
Kingisepp is situated in 60 km from the mouth of the Luga at the intersection of the railway and line
Leningrad – Tallinn. First reductions of the city (in the past: Yam and then Yamburg) go back to
1384. In the XIV-XV centuries Yam was an advanced post of Velikiy Novgorod. On the high bank a
bit lower the line bridge tracks of the rampart and ditch are seen. On the spot of former fortress a
public garden is organized nowadays. Since the second half of the XVIII century till the Great
October revolution Yamburg was a country city of Petersburg province.
Some monuments of the architecture of the XVIII-first half of the XIX century has been kept in
the city: Ekaterina cathedral built by a famous architect A. Rinaldi at the end of the XVIII century, a
manege, two of four buildings of the former Gostiny Dvor. On the left bank of the Luga not far from
a park Komsomolovka there is a grave of one of the Patriotic War of 1812 heroes K.I.Bistrem (a
monument
made
by
the
sculptor
P.K.Klodt).
Many city places are connected to the events of the civil and the Great Patriotic of 1941-1945 wars.
At the Yamburg market-place near the cathedral A.P.Nikolaev, ex-tsar general and the commander
of the 3rd brigade of the Red Army, taken by the whites was executed. In the north-west part of the
city in the pine-wood white hangmen shot and tormented to death hundreds of soviet people. Later
the pine-wood was named “The wood of five hundred”, a monument is placed there.
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In 1922 the city was renamed in honor of the leader of the communist party of Estonia V.E.
Kingisepp, killed by white Estonians. During the Great Patriotic war Kingisepp was a field of bloody
battles. In the battle under Kingisepp first on Leningrad front reactive mortars (“Katyusha”) were
used. After the war the city was restored from ruins, it spread out widely. Modern Kingisepp is a
large industrial center. The main enterprise of the district is a union “Phosphorit”, producing
complicated fertilizers.
It’s possible to interrupt the route in Tolmachevo, Bolshoi Sabsk and Bolshoe Klenno. In
Bolshoi Sabsk you need to stop on the right bank not reaching 200 meters before the bridge on the
line. 150-200 meters are from here to the bus stop to Leningrad and Kingisepp. In Bolshoe Kalenno
– an outlet to the right bank not reaching the bridge of the railway line to Gdov. 400-500 meters are
before
siding.
Route № 47
The Yaschera and Luga rivers from Nizovskaya station to Kingisepp
Distance - 172 kilometers.
Number of running days - 8.
Season - May.
A category of complexity - I.
The Yaschera, the right tributary of the Luga, originates from the confluence of two rivers – the
Sosnovka and the Kamchatka. It flows into the Luga on the 177th km, the length of the Yaschera is
78 km. In the upper course the river is very meandering; the banks are low, overgrown with osiers
and asps. In the middle and low stream the Yaschera flows rapidly along beautiful steep banks
with many rocks – Devonian sandstones. In 1956 beavers, brought from Voronezhskiy reserve,
settled on the Yaschera. For these years they have settled along the whole river, that’s why in some
sections obstruction made by beavers can be met. The Yaschera is a protection river and hunting
on it and its tributaries is forbidden.
The route starts from the station Nizovskaya of the railway line Leningrad – Pskov. From the
station you have to walk 500 meters along the railway towards Leningrad. Canoes can be
assembled on the left bank behind the bridge; there is a good ground on the former permanent way.
The forest is very close to the banks. Further the Yaschera flows along the forest till its mouth.
Not far from the village Luga the Yaschera abruptly turns to the south. Not far from the turn the
first rapids can be met. It’s possible to determine its approaching by the stones laying on the bank.
The next rapids – are on the spot of the old bridge on the way Luga – Mshinskaya. Approximately
in the middle between the villages Luga and Malaya Yaschera on the left (to the east) a channel
Selischenskaya ditch goes connecting the Yaschera to Velie lake. Because of the great number of
obstructions the channel is not navigable.
The next obstacle waits for you in the village Malaya Yaschera – a dam of the old HES which has
to be enclosed (100 m) on the right bank. There is a shop in the former building of HES. A postoffice is in the settlement of the state farm “Pekhenets” (2km lower). The state farm is specialized
in rearing of mink and polar fox. The settlement isn’t seen from the water, the orienteer can be a
sandy beach on the right bank before the left turn of the river. A bus goes from Pekhtenets to
Gatchina. The next dam is met before the village Dolgovka.
In 1919 in the battle near Dolgovka soviet troops defeated Yudenich’s detachments. Bloody battles
were here in the period of the Great Patriotic war as well.
After Dolgovka rapids, consisting of three small ridges about 200 meters, begin. The last and the
most dangerous rapids are under the railway bridge. Among sharp stones there are metal girders
from exploded during the war bridge; lower the bridge the stream carries to the stone range that
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crosses the river-bed from the right bank leaving only a narrow pass near the left one.
There are no any obstacles lower the bridge on the Yaschera. Having left out the village Boloto the
river flows along high steep banks overgrown with pine-wood. On the sudden turns of the river
the stream undermines the banks and serious and slip can appear, that’s why it doesn’t worth to go
close to the bank.
Having turned up in the Luga you have to turn downstream. The description of the way along the
Luga is given in the route №33. It’s possible to interrupt the route in Dolgovka where from a bus to
Gatchina goes. More over, having turned up in the Luga you may go 8 km up against the stream
before the village and railway station Tolmachevo.

1.2.5. Existent mooring constructions
1. Ivangorod
1.1. Berths of the limited liability company «Unix»
Fishing cooperative “Unix” has got two pontoon berths on the bank of the Narova in
Ivangorod. Both berths are at embankment Rybatskaya, there are good approach roads as for
individual tourists as for tourist groups traveling by bus.

1.2. Old Berth
Berths for passenger ships worked both in Ivangorod and in Narva. When a regular
communication stopped, Ivangorod harbor came to utter desolation. Nowadays only the metal piles
exist. Old berth location is easy of approach for passengers and transport. The berth is situated near
the custom house, on the way to the pedestrian crossing from Ivangorod to Narva, there are
approaches and parking places near the restoration workshops of the limited liability company
“Zodchiy”.
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1.3. A berth of smoking shop of public corporation «Pischevik»
A stationary berth is easy of approach for ships of quite big sizes. The berth is situated at the
embankment Rybatskaya, on outskirts of Ivangorod. A serious drawback for using it as a passenger
berth is the absence of foot-path and transport approach roads.

2. Centre «Rosson»
In the territory of the centre in the back-water of Rosson River there are fundamental mooring
constructions, which are not used now. The problem is a shallow approach to the berth.

1.2.6. Existent ships on the rivers Narova and Rosson that can be immediately

used for water tourism
1. Motorboats of the limited liability company “Unix”.
The “Unix” company possesses two motorboats; the enterprise is ready to boat tourists in
summer. The passenger tonnage is up to 20 people per a ship. The ships have an open deck; if it’s
raining an awning is stretched. There are no facilities. Motorboats’ stationing is Ivangorod.
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2. Launch “Neva” belonging to Fish inspectorate.
The passenger tonnage is up to 20 people. The ship is open with no facilities. The stationing is
Ivangorod.

3. A launch of the centre “Rosson”. The passenger tonnage is up to 8 people.
Centre’s guidance made a launch on basis of a boat by own strength. At the present time the
launch is having running trials, the exploitation documents are being drawn up; and in summer
2008 it’s planned to rent out the launch to tourists that are having rest in the centre. Tourists will be
able to take seats as on the deck as in the cabin. There are minimum facilities in the launch. The
ship will make short trips along the Narova and the Rosson rivers in the limits of four hours. The
launch stationing is the centre “Rosson”
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1.2.7. Approaches to Parking places.
The main transport approach to parking places near the Narova river is a country road from
Ivangorod to Venekulia village; the road is in satisfactory condition during summer period. Along
this road it’s possible to get to the following parking places, described above: town beach,
Kampergolm Island, Stone bank, High bank, Venekulia village. The road is right for the transport
of high practicability. It’s impossible to use it for the development of mass tourism.
Getting to the centre “Rosson” and Venekulia village is possible along the good asphalt road
according to the following route: federal line E20 Saint-Petersburg – Tallinn, at distance of 10 km
from Kingisepp towards Ivangorod a turn to First of May village (a road to Ust-Luga), then about
30 km before the turn to Vanakulia village and 7 km before the centre and Venekulia village.
During summer period a regular-route bus follows this route.
To Sarkulia village and parking places on the left side of the Rosson (if to move along the river
from the Narova towards Luga) it’s much more difficult to get from dry land side. From the federal
line Saint-Petersburg – Tallinn after the turn to the First of May you have to drive about 40 km
towards Luga and then, after the bridge over the Rosson River, turn to the forest and drive about 20
km more along the wood road. The road is right for the transport of high practicability. The
development of mass tourism in this section of the route is impossible now.

1.2.8. Resume concerning apt places for water tourism.
A route from Ivangorod (down-stream the car bridge “Friendship”) to Lake Silent with a
compulsory stop in the centre “Rosson”, suggested for a studying, is rich in historical places and
events that happened as on the river as on its banks for a long history of the existence of people’s
settlements here.
To use all the existent stops for the development of water route is no purpose because not all of
them have equal historical and natural value and facilities for the accommodation of tourist groups.
The most suitable from our point of view are the following objects:
- Ivangorod, because of the number of historical objects, existence of a ground for tourist
boarding, good approaches, stable tourist flows.
- Kampergolm Island is attractive for the historical events that took place there,
monuments of the history, building object and the opportunity of infrastructure
development due to large areas, and close location to Ivangorod thanks to what it’s
possible to make short water trips.
- High bank is interesting as a place for a rest and recreation
- The centre “Rosson” is good from all points of view: as a place for a rest, and as an
interchange station for changing water transport to cars and in the reverse order, as a
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feeding center and overnight stop, and as a berth place (after the works on the deepening
of approaches);
- East part of Lake Silent near the outlet into the Gulf of Finland is an ideal place for a rest:
it’s silent, calm, and beautiful and close to the civilization.
The week points are the lack of development and complete absence of any infrastructure. First
of all – the absence of mooring constructions, in the places of rest and parking – the absence of
toilets, feeding objects, accommodation, entertainment, and in some cases bad approaches.
A great advantage for the development of water tourism along the Narova and the Rosson
rivers is the presence of vehicles that can carry people. Available motorboats and launches
certainly, don’t have necessary for comfortable trip facilities, but can be used for the renewal of the
water communications along the Narova; all the more the owners are ready to make transportations
of tourists during summer period.
The places suggested as parking places at this route have been reviewed from the possibility of
the development of group and mass tourism point of view, as from all the kinds of water tourism
this direction seems to be the most perspective.
View the possibilities of the development of other kinds of tourism along the Narova.
1.

Field tourism. The development of this direction is possible with minimum expenses as
making a route requires a map and particular road sections for stops. Tourists who are
fond of active rest are unpretentious: live in tents, eat what they cook, cook from the
products they have brought. Therefore there is not any profit from this direction. But
there will definitely be costs in the form of getting rid of the litter.
2.
Sail-motor tourism. Actively developing kind of tourism. It’s relevant in our country.
Bringing yachts and motor launches to the Narova requires enormous investments into
port infrastructure and solving the questions concerning normative regulation of ships
movement in inter and boundary waters of Russian Federation. In the frameworks of
this research we suggest not to refuse from this direction in principle, but in prospect to
work out necessary documents and projects, giving the sail-motor tourism the second
place on a scale of priorities, and lay emphasis on the development of group tourism by
water buses.
3.
Cruises. It’s the most profitable and upcoming direction of all tourist kinds. For its
development it’s necessary to have a well-developed port infrastructure, constantly
studying navigation situation, big deeps for passage, relatively long travel lines.
According to the conditions in the Narova and the Rosson some of these points are
impossible. It’s rivers’ deepness. We can only dream about this direction of water
tourism.
According to the results of surveys of present parking places, berths, vehicles and other aspects
relating to the route from Ivangorod to Lake Silent, it’s possible to make a conclusion that the first
stage of the development has to be the organization of the routes on carrying tourist groups by
ships of a small immersion and with stops on Kampergolm, High bank and in the centre “Rosson”.
The next stage in our work is studying the legislation of the suggested route.
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1.3. Legal regulations of the development of the route(-s) along
the rivers Narova, Rosson and lake Silent.

The route along the rivers Narova, Rosson and Lake Silent, suggested to the development,
comes under the following regulations:
1.
Statue of RF from 01.04.1993 № 4730-1 «About the state border of Russian Federation»
2.
Order of Federal Security Service of RF from 10.09.2007 № 458 «About the
confirmation of boundary regime rules».
3.
A joint decision of the executive committee of the Leningrad regional Council of
National Deputies № 369 and the executive committee of the Leningrad municipal
Council of National Deputies № 195 from 12.05.1986 «About the confirmation of the
right of use of ships and bases (constructions) of small size for their berthing on
Leningrad and Leningrad region water ways and wells»
4.
Resolution of the Leningrad region Governor from 20.07.2000 № 309-пг «About the
organization of the state nature complex reserve “Kurgalskiy” of a regional meaning»,
5.
Resolution of the Leningrad region Government from 08.10.2007 «About the
confirmation of the right of use of water objects, located in the Leningrad region
territory for sailing of ships of small size»,
6.
Order of the North-West tank Administration on the protection and reproduction of fish
reserve and the regulation of fishing from 23.03.1989 № 39-п «About the confirmation
of the 2nd publication of the rules of amateurish and sports fishing in fish-economic
wells in Leningrad region».
7.
Statue № 24-ФЗ from 07.03.2001 «Codex of inter water transport of Russian
Federation»
1.3.1. Boundary regime rules.
According to the present regulations, mentioned above, a border zone is a territory that is not
less than 5 km wide deep into the country along the total state border of Russian Federation.
Requirements made to the subjects of economical activity realizing works in waters of
boundary rivers, lakes and others of Russian part:
- a compulsory registration of ships of small size in the frontier troops elements.
- Keeping ships at guarded jetties made according to the rules of the use of ships of small
size and bases,
- Getting license on the realization of actions from Federal Security Service frontier
administration or from the subdivisions of Federal Security Service frontier
administration, the period of validity of this license can’t exceed 6 months.
- Notification of Federal Security Service frontier administration about ship’s departure not
less than 4 hours beforehand.
For tourists who would like to visit settlements situated in border zone, it’s necessary in
advance to write out a permit for coming to the territory, that is a part of border zone. Permits
can be both individual and group. Terms of consideration of applications for writing out a
permit in Federal Security Service frontier administrations are from 10 up to 30 days. Besides a
permit you have to have an identity card. Foreigners need a migration card as well.
Representation of Frontier Federal Security Service administration, that gives the license on the
realization of the actions and writes out permits is situated in Ivangorod, Pionerskaya street,2,
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phone (81375)…..and in Saint-Petersburg, Shpalernaya street, 62, phone (812)578 03 45, 578 03
55.
All the developed routes are in border zone and under the rules, mentioned above. Therefore
when prepare the route it’s necessary to take account of demands of Federal Security Service
Frontier administration.
Present rules make a work at water tourist route a bit more difficult, but don’t forbid it. All the
demands are practicable.
1.3.2. Rules of the use of ships of small size and constructions for their berthing.
According to the rules, mentioned above, ships of small size are promenade ships with seating
tonnage not more than 12 people regardless engine rating; and rowing boats with the tonnage less
than 100 kg, canoe with the tonnage less than 150 kg, inflatable motorless boats before 255 kg,
self-propelled ships with the tonnage up to 80 tones, wave runners.
Requirements made to ships of small size in Leningrad region:
- the registration of all natatorial devices in the regional state inspectorate on the ships of
small size and in the Federal Security Service frontier administration,
- Presence of the operation of the ship license
- Presence of the ship port registration
- Presence of the flag of Russian Federation
Requirements made to the organization of bases (constructions) for the ships of small size:
- A regime territory enclosed as from dry land as from area of water
- Constant guarding
- Illumination of the whole construction territory
- Communication
- Organization of the places for keeping vessels, oars, motors.
- At this moment from all the potential mooring places along the route Ivangorod – centre
“Rosson” – Lake Silent only the centre meets the demands of berthing. In other cases
either constant guarding or regime territory or all together are absent.
For the development of individual water tourism along the Narova River building of such
mooring places is necessary; for this it’s important to develop projects and make investments
1.3.3. Rules of carriage of passengers.
In the previous chapter we came to a conclusion, that the main potential tourist group for our
route is group tourists. A group of tourists is quantitatively limited by the capacity of a bus, as a
rule it is 40-45 people. Therefore a ship, in which simultaneously a group of tourists can be
accommodated, is out of standards.
Use of the ships with passenger tonnage more than 12 people is regulated by the Codex of inter
water transport of Russian Federation (Statue № 24-ФЗ from 07.03.2001, taking into account latest
alterations from 06.12.2007 № 333-ФЗ).
Kinds of routes of carriage of passengers determined by the Codex:
- transport transit – it’s local, commuter, interurban routes of carriage of passengers and
passages
- tourist – routes of carriage of passengers with the duration more than 24 hours.
- excursion- promenade - routes of carriage of passengers with the duration not more than 24
hours.
We consider the last kind of routes - excursion- promenade.
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For the organization of carriage of passengers a ship-owner has to have a licence according to
the Resolution of RF Government from 13.08.2006 № 490 “About licensing of individual kinds of
activity in marine and internal water transport”. To get a licence you have to fulfil a number of
requirements among which a compulsory one is guaranteeing safe ship staying that, for its turn, is
possible when there is a port or a berth, meeting the demands of the Codex of inner water
transport.
Therefore for organization of water route it’s necessary to build mooring constructions meeting
the rules of safety.
1.3.4. Boundary conditions for fleet of a small size in the wells of Leningrad region
According to the order of the North-West fishing water administration in the wells of
Leningrad region a prohibition or restrictions on the use of ships of small size are imposed. The
sections of concerned route are under a ban: Lake Silent and channels connecting it to the Rosson
River and Mertvitsa – all-the-year-round; the Narova River from the bridge “Friendship” to the
mouth – since 15th of September till freezing-over of the river.
A competent period of navigation for the ships of small size on the Narova is from 20th of June
till the 15th of September.
The same order regulates amateurish and sports fishing. Amateurish and sports fishing,
catching other water animals and plants for private consumption is allowed to all the citizens gratis
in all the wells with some exceptions.
Fishing in the Narova is allowed:
- From Petrovskiy island to the base of Tralfleet (the Rosson mouth) fishing with a rod with
fishing float – all-the-year-round
- From Ivangorod jetty to the base of the plant “Pischevik” fishing with a rod with fishing float
– from the 1st of December till the 1st of July.
Fishing and catching crayfish is forbidden:
- in Lake Silent and a channel connecting it to the Rosson River and Lake Lipovskoe and in a
channel connecting the lake with the Gulf of Finland, - since ice disintegration till the 30th of
June;
- in all regional rivers – fishing pikes - since ice disintegration till the 20th of May,
in the Gulf of Finland (including Narva gulf) – fishing pike perch – since the 20th of May till the 15th of

June.

1.3.5. Boundary conditions in particularly protected nature territory
“Kurgalskiy reserve”
A reserve is located in the territory of peninsula Kurgalskiy, a number of contiguous
islands and a part of area of water of the Gulf of Finland and Narva Gulf, Luzhskaya bay.
Peninsula’s coastline is rarely multifarious. Seven types and subtypes of waterside landscapes
can be marked out. Northern extremity of the peninsula, jutting out into the Gulf of Finland,
proceeds with Kurgalskiy Reef that consists of a complex of islands, shoals and stone rocks. The
peninsula is a plain, slightly wavy territory, most part of which Kurgolovskoe plateau occupies
assembled by starved sediments of the last glaciations with the absolute heights 18-25 meters (a
maximum mark – 47 meters, mountain Gorodok near the village Konnovo). The plateau breaks
into ledges to the side of the Gulf of Finland and Narva Gulf and towards Luzhsko-Narvskaya
lowland. In the territory of the plateau there is salty lake Lipovskoe, connected by the natural
channel with the Gulf of Finland, shallow oligotrophic lake Beloe, a number of small streams. At
the longtitude of cape Pikhlisary level there is a border of the zone of sustainable self-cleaning of
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the Gulf of Finland waters, to the east from which a significant pollution by waters from the
Neva, Nevskaya bay of the Gulf of Finland, from the Luga and as a result of temperature
pollution of waters in the area of the city Sosnoviy Bor is noticed; to the west a pollution is
absent.
A great part of the territory is covered with dry piny woods full of red bilberries,
whortleberries and other widely spread in such habitats kinds of grasses, among which you can
see a meadow pasqueflower (is in the Red book). Much rarer you can see here repeated asp and
birch woods. Reserve’s feature is the presence of a number of deciduous breeds – oak, maple
tree, two types of elm and ash-tree. Peninsula Kurgalskiy is one of the most northern territories,
where an oak grows naturally. A particular botanic value of the reserve is parts of the modern
natural spread of lime-groves and composed fir-greens with sharply defined second tier of
deciduous breeds.
Peninsula riverside is rich in various (up to 58) plant associations that reflects its high
heterogeneity. Among others there are steppe meadows of unique floristic composition and
structure – an effect that is unique for Leningrad region and the whole North-West of Russia.
Swamps as well as upland meadows occupy a small part of the reserve. Varity of conditions
determines high (754) number of species of vascular plants, most of which (102) relate to the
rare species that are in the Red books of USSR and Baltic countries.
In the territory of the reserve registered: 201 species of birds, 38 species of mammals, 9
species of amphibians and reptiles. From this number about 100 species are in the Red books of
different ranks. Fish fauna of shallow waters of the Gulf of Finland and lakes is represented by
many, including valuable food fish species: a pike, a perch, a burbot, a smelt, a sprat, a trout,
umber, a pike perch and others. Peninsula Kurgalskiy lays on the line of Belomor-Baltic
migration way. The shore of the peninsula, island and shallow waters contiguous to them serve
as a place of mass gathering, stands and feeding of birds in the periods of migration. Many rare
for Leningrad region birds have nests here: a scoter, eider-duck, a grey goose, a cormorant and
others. The erne (is in the Red book) builds its nest in the ripe fir woods in the area of the swamp
Bolshoe and the Lake Beloe. In the north-east of the peninsula two dens of brown bear are
known. Herds of grey seal and ringed seal are found on the islands of Tiskolskiy and Kurgalskie
Reef. In the peninsula a fox, polecat, wild boar, elk and other species widely spread in Leningrad
region. Near the village Tiskolovo in the section of deciduous wood garden dormouse was met.
In the whole the territory of the reserve is characterized by variety of plants and animals. A number
of nature complexes, kept here, doesn’t have analogues in the territory of Russia.
In the territory of the reserve prohibited:
- bivouac making, lighting a fire outside special grounds,
• transport parking outside special grounds and in the water-protective zone;
• Dumping, pollution of the territory, rivers and lakes with common and industrial litter ;
• Amateurish fishing in the area of water of the Gulf of Finland, Luzhskaya bay and Lake
Lipovskoe from the 15th of April till the 15th of July all-the-year-round;
• - hunting for birds and mammals;
• - being at the places of mass nesting of natatorial birds (north shore of the peninsula,
Kurgalskiy Reef) in the period of their propagation - from the 15th of April till the 15th of
July;
• Any kinds of economic and other activity hindering from keeping, recovery and
reproduction of nature complexes and their elements.
In the territory of the reserve allows:
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- a passage of transport along the roads for general use and approaches to the garden-plots,
situated in the frames of the reserve, transport parking on the special ground outside the waterprotective zone,
- Amateurish fishing in the area of water of the Gulf of Finland, Luzhskaya bay and Lake
Lipovskoe from the 1st of January till the 15th of April and since the 15th of July till the 31st of
December according to the present fishing rules;
- use of the part of the territory, confined by the blocks N 252, 264, 270, 281, 282 and 283, and
a part of east shore of Lake Lipovskoe in its northern part as recreation zones for the needs of local
inhabitants
In the concerned section of the water route acres of Kurgalskiy reserve are the territories to the
north of the Rosson River, i.e the left bank of the Rosson to the shore of the Gulf of Finland and a
part of the area of its water if to move towards Luga, Lake Silent including the channels. The
organization of recreation zones in the reserve, according to the Resolution of the Governor, is
allowed including the territory between Lake Silent and the shore of the Gulf of Finland.
1.3.6. Conclusions on legal boundary conditions for the development of water route.
1. Organization of passenger communication in the section Ivangorod – centre “Rosson” –
Lake Silent is possible only with restrictions.
2. For passenger ships and ships of small size organization of movement is possible only in
the section from Ivangorod to the centre “Rosson”. From the centre “Rosson” to the lake
the movement is allowed only by oared and motorless natatorial devices.
3. Organization of excursion-promenade routes is possible only in the presence of a port and
mooring constructions, guaranteeing safe ship staying. In the considered section mooring
constructions are in two places: in Ivangorod and in the centre, but in the centre there are
no safe approaches to the berth.
4. According to the rules of boundary regime, berthing places for passenger ships and ships of
small size have to be enclosed, be under the constant protection, be illuminated, have
communication and places for the keeping ships, necessary implements and equipment.
Only the centre “Rosson” meets these demands.
5. Developed route and the movement along it has to be submitted to Federal Security Service
frontier administration’s approval.
6. For the organization of routes along the river all the tourists have to have permits that allow
coming to the border zone. Terms of the legalization of permits are from 10 up to 30 days.
It has to be taken into account when sell the route and conduct marketing actions.
7. Under the agreement with the guidance of Kurgalskiy reserve “a green stop” between lake
Silent and the Gulf of Finland can be organized for a rest and recreation zone.
8. When organize amateurish and sports fishing it’s important to take into account the terms
and tools for fishing; as the rivers along which there will be the route, are spawning there
are fishing limitation.

1.4. Studying survey results.
1. A meeting with the representatives of administrations of the settlements situated in the
territories joining to the rivers; in particular: with deputy head of the administration of MF
“Kingisepp municipal district” S.A. Ponomareva, with the head of the administration
“Kuzemkinskoe country settlement” N.N. Kapralov, with deputy head of the administration
of MF “Ivangorod city” A.D. Shanin.
2. A meeting with the head of child sanitary center “Rosson” N.V. Viktorovym was realized.
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3. A talk with the director of Ivangorod commandant's office I.R. Kalimullin was realized.
Deputy head of the administration of MF “Ivangorod city” A.D. Shanin.
1.1.

1.2.
1.3.
1.4.

Does the territory have the program of
development? For what period is it worked out?
Is there a program of the development of
tourism? Where and in what way is it possible to
get acquainted to it?
Is the development of water tourism in the
perspectives of the territory development? The
role of water tourism now.
Structures working on the development of
tourism in the territory. Working or creating
ones.
Relationships with the structures involving river
protection
(customers,
fish
protection,
Kurgalskiy reserve, forestry etc.

A municipal fund “Ivangorod center of
sustainable development” was found

No.
A municipal fund “Ivangorod center of
sustainable development”

Border zone. According to normative
documents.
Concordance.
Fish
inspectorate. The Narova river is a
spawning river. A salmon breeds
reproduction plant. A control of the
movement in water and protection of
rivers and lakes are carried out.
1.5. Are there any chosen or planed to be chosen No. In perspective – choosing recreation
grounds for recreation areas?
zones along the Narova bank.
1.6. In what way is the procedure of choosing ground Presentation of the project or business
for “Green stops” carried out?
plan.
1.7. Do the territories along the river belong to the First level.
municipal formation of the first or second level?
Is it possible to give these acres in free use with
charge? (for example, gathering litter in the No.
territory and adjoining areas?)
The possibility of the rent of these acres. What is Possible. Substantiation. Presentation of
the procedure of paper work?
a project, business plan.
1.8. Who can make these stops comfortable and use Both private structures and municipal
them later on: private structures (entrepreneurs) ones except foreign structures.
or municipal ones (what)?
1.9. What places on the route can you recommend to A memorable sign to the soldiers of
visit?
Peter I, Feduninskie hills.
1.10. Your expectations of the development of water
tourism.
Deputy head of the administration of MF “Kingisepp municipal district” S.A. Ponomareva
1.1.

Does the territory have the program of
development? For what period is it worked out?
Is there a program of the development of
tourism? Where and in what way is it possible to
get acquainted to it?

A program of the development of
tourism that has been worked out for 3
years exists. The major task:
advertising.
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1.2.
1.3.
1.4.
1.5.
1.6.
1.7.

Is the development of water tourism in the
perspectives of the territory development? The
role of water tourism now.
Structures working on the development of
tourism in the territory. Working or creating
ones.
Relationships with the structures involving river
protection
(customers,
fish
protection,
Kurgalskiy reserve, forestry etc.
Are there any chosen or planed to be chosen
grounds for recreation areas?
In what way is the procedure of choosing ground
for “Green stops” carried out?
Do the territories along the river belong to the
municipal formation of the first or second level?
Is it possible to give these acres in free use with
charge? (for example, gathering litter in the
territory and adjoining areas?)
The possibility of the rent of these acres. What is
the procedure of paper work?

A club “Young sailors” by the station of
young technicians was organized.
Buying yawls.
No. The structure is being created. The
start – January, 2008.
According to normative documents.
No.
Presentation of a project, business plan.
Second level.
Is possible with charge.

Possible. On a competition base with
the
representation
of
necessary
documents.
1.8. Who can make these stops comfortable and use Legal-organization form of structures’
them later on: private structures (entrepreneurs) property can be all.
or municipal ones (what)?
1.9. What places on the route can you recommend to Izluchina, where the Rosson flows into
visit?
the Narova, habitats of heron, grey stork
1.10. Your expectations of the development of water Income item. Budget replenishment.
tourism.

The head of the administration “Kuzemkinskoe country settlement” N.N. Kapralov
1.1. Does the territory have the program of No.
development? For what period is it worked out?
Is there a program of the development of
tourism? Where and in what way is it possible to
get acquainted to it?
1.2. Is the development of water tourism in the No.
perspectives of the territory development? The
role of water tourism now.
1.3. Structures working on the development of the head of the administration
tourism in the territory. Working or creating “Kuzemkinskoe country settlement”
ones.
N.N. Kapralov
1.4. Relationships with the structures involving river Arrangements concerning summer
protection
(customers,
fish
protection, period, winter fishing, spawning period.
Kurgalskiy reserve, forestry etc.
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1.5.
1.6.
1.7.

Are there any chosen or planed to be chosen
grounds for recreation areas?
In what way is the procedure of choosing ground
for “Green stops” carried out?
Do the territories along the river belong to the
municipal formation of the first or second level?
Is it possible to give these acres in free use with
charge? (for example, gathering litter in the
territory and adjoining areas?)
The possibility of the rent of these acres. What is
the procedure of paper work?

No.
Presentation of a project, business plan.
First level.
No.

Possible.
Agreement
with
the
administration of MF “Kuzemkinskoe
country settlement”.
1.8. Who can make these stops comfortable and use Legal-organization form of structures’
them later on: private structures (entrepreneurs) property can be all.
or municipal ones (what)?
1.9. What places on the route can you recommend to To develop a route before the Luga river
visit?
from the village Vanakulia before the
confluence of the Rosson and the Luga.
Silent lake forms a part of MF
“Kuzemkinskoe country settlement”,
but acres around it don’t belong to MF.
Village Vanakulia: a church with belfry.
Village Sarkulia: a monument to Igor
Severianin. Annual festival of bardic
song.
Estonian soldier cemetery.
1.10. Your expectations of the development of water Advertising. Investments.
tourism.

II. Guidance of child sanitary centre “Rosson”
Director V.N. Viktorov
2.1.

Status

Financing structure

2.2.

Interrelation with the territory(district)
Services.

Target groups.
Center’s occupancy in “low season”

State educational institution of adding
children’s education child sanitaryeducational center “Rosson”;
Budget
and
off-budget
financing,
commercial actions are according to
Regulations.
Full independence, autonomy, regional
subjection.
State educational institution of adding
children’s education child sanitaryeducational center.
Sports; difficult teenagers (18 days in
November) and others.
Commercial actions: conducting seminars,
conferences, sports camps and competitions,
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2.3.

2.4.

2.5.
2.6.

2.7.
2.8.

2.9.

corporative rest and others.
Use of rivers nowadays and future Since 02.06 to 29.08. on the bank of the
perspectives.
river a tent cap is organized. The camp is
completely comfortable. There is a control
tourist route. A tourist route around the lake
is developed. Trips on the launches of Fish
protection organization are realized.
Existent fleet, berthing, stuff and its A launch was built by own strength.
qualification
Documents for registration are prepared. A
motorist with necessary documents is. A
berth exists.
Possibility of the use of berth for exterior Possible.
ships.
Possibility
and
conditions
of There
are
opportunities
for
the
accommodation and feeding tourists, accommodation as in the buildings in the
coming by water transport (in the territory of territory of the center as in the hotel of the
the center, near), age and other group plant “Phosphorit” that is situated near.
characteristics (children, adults, family There are necessary conditions for tourists
couples, fishmen and others), ships and feeding. Canteen. It’s possible to accept
boats
various groups of tourists. There are
mooring places.
What places on the suggested route do you
offer to visit?
What are the conditions for the camp on the Officially the territory isn’t chosen. The
shore of the Gulf of Finland (chosen water is imported.
territory, with whom agreed, where is water Guard: there is a fishing artel nearer.
from,
who
is
protected
by,
intercommunication with fishmen and
customers situated close)? Time when Camp works since 02.06 to 29.08.
children are in the camp.
In what way does a ship moor on Silent A berth situated near the bath-house belongs
lake? Where? Who is it agreed with? On to the customers. A ship moors under the
which other routes are children taken out?
agreement with customers. The route: from
the camp → to the channel (1500 meters) →
Silent lake → on high water along the
stream along the road.
It’s planned to work out a water route to
Ivangorod fortress.

2.10. Expectations of water tourism development?

Occupancy of the center in off-season
period.
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III. Border structures. A commandant's office in Ivangorod.
Director of Ivangorod commandant's office I.R. Kalimullin
3.1.

3.2.
3.3.
3.4.

3.5.
3.6.
3.7.
3.8.

Conditions of launching for fishmen, FSS order № 452 from 28.09.2006г.
launches, boats, tourist groups etc.
Boundary regime rules. To take a permit:
Spb, Shpalernaya str., 62
Boats are registered. A water permit is
legalized. Closest subdivisions are informed
on the phone.
What number of ships daily launch on the About 30. On Saturday and Sunday – more.
Narova (lower Ivangorod) and the Rosson
(before Silent lake).
What is the main complexity for the Gating system. Border zone presence.
development of water tourism on the
Narova ad the Rosson?
What punishment is provided for the Maximum fine is 5 minimum remuneration
infringement of border regime and of labour.
launching rules and how does it work?
Disobedience to border structures – 15
minimum remuneration of labour. (October
2007 1 minimum remuneration of labour 100 rubles).
Perspective of the development of water
tourism on these rivers.
Are there any rules of making comfortable FSS order № 452 from 28.09.2006.
the berths on border rivers?
Intercommunication with Fish protection When arrested poachers are delivered to
organizations.
Fish protection organizations.
Expectations of water tourism development. Intensification of control from the part of
border services.

Survey resumes:
• The river as a source for the development of tourism and territory isn’t highly evaluated by
the administrations
• Concrete plans on the development of water tourism are absent.
• There are no chosen acres for the provision of the necessary facilities of shore
infrastructure.
• All questioned have good communications with structures that protect the river
• Expectations of water tourism are connected to increase in Budget incomes.

1.5. Resume of the existent situation of the development of water
tourism along the rivers Narova – Rosson – Lake Silent
In the concerned section of the water way from Ivangorod to Lake Silent according to the
research 10 stops and places for rest exist; most of them were spontaneously organized by the
lovers of active rest. And beside this there are as minimum three historical objects interesting for
tourists. We offer to keep 5 places or objects for detailed research:
- Ivangorod
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- Kampergolm island
- High bank
- The centre “Rosson”
- East part of lake Silent near the outlet into the Gulf of Finland.
There are legal boundary conditions for the development of the routes:
- a movement along the Narova and the Rosson before the centre, outlet into Lake Silent and
channels connecting it to the rivers is allowed only to motorless natatory devices;
- for the organization of excursion-promenade routes the existence of port and mooring
constructions is necessary, at the moment they are in Ivangorod in the form of pontoon
berth and in the centre “Rosson” with the limitation of the opportunity to come to the
harbor wall.
- According to the rules of boundary regime, berthing places for passenger ships and ships of
small size have to be enclosed, be under the constant protection, be illuminated, have
communication and places for keeping ships, necessary implements and equipment. Only
centre “Rosson” meets these demands
- Compulsory legislation of permits for tourists when come to the border zone;
- For the organization of places of rest between Lake Silent and shore of the Gulf of Finland
agreement with the guidance of Kurgalskiy reserve is required.
Infrastructure demands for the development of the water route:
1. Mooring constructions or a port in all the parking places along the route
2. Making approaches to a port or a berth comfortable
3. Making stands according to the rules of use of ships of small size and bases (constructions)
for their stands on the water ways and in wells of Leningrad and Leningrad region: regime
territory, illumination, constant protection, communication, places for keeping ships.
4. Presence of refuelling for ships
5. Presence of tourist infrastructure (feeding centers, accommodation, entertainment)
6. A ship for the carriage of tourists has to correspond to the navigation features of the route
(permissible speed, immersion, steadiness)

2. Investigation of potentially possible target groups
2.1. Questioning of Tour firms working in the mass water tourism market.
(15 tourist firms working on the development and realization of tourist products in the territory of
Leningrad region, Kingisepp district and Ivangorod were interrogated).
Asked questions: is the direction of the development of water tourism in the territory of Ivangorod
and its water ways prospective, necessary conditions for the development of water tourism and
accompanied services on the organization of tourist routes and products. The relevance of these
directions, potential of its increase and market opportunities, forming of market average price for
each of the suggested routes, and possible calculations on complex tourist products from SaintPetersburg.
Results of questionnaire design :
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Planned for a day excursion programs that include visiting Ivangorod, may be Kingisepp
and Koporie and a short water trip are of the greatest interest (90% of asked firms),
If to have a good tourism infrastructure organized two-days trips are possible (25% of
asked firms),
In future the organization of combined transit routes to the countries of Shengen agreement
via Ivangorod with the trip along the water route is possible. (25% of asked firms),.
Necessary service level: interesting and professional excursion program, good meal,
competence and reliability of tour operator,
a competitive price (1000-1500 rubles per a person for a combined tour from SaintPetersburg);
Assumed common occupancy this day program up to 100 people a day at the weekend in
the navigable period

2.2. Tourists interrogation
50 potential tourists were asked (40 residents of Saint-Petersburg and 10 people from other
cities coming to Saint-Petersburg for a rest)
Questionnaire design was held among the most active tourists:
1. Youth: age 18-30 years old, preferred rest – with a family or a group of friends, long
tours are possible, necessary requirements for meal and accommodation, rest
organization are elucidated, extra tourist services are possible, water route.
2. Adults: all people are at the age beyond 30, the most popular kind of rest is as a member
of an organized group (in tourist firms), at the expense of employers (professional
committees, personnel department, …), a set of tourist services included into the
FINISHED tour product and satisfactory for necessary requirements and wishes of a
client is elucidated.
On the basis of questionnaire design the following target groups are determined:
2.3. Forming of potentially possible target groups
1. Individual tourists:
- age before 45 years old,
- average per capita income – about 12 thousand rubles for a person.
- travel in companies or with a family being a member of a gathered tourist group
- live in Saint-Petersburg,
- High tourist’s activity: 1-2 times a month during a season
2. Corporative clients:
- groups organized by an employer (professional committees),
- age 30 – 55 years old,
- trips are financed or part-financed by the organization,
- live in Saint-Petersburg,
- average tourist’s activity (1 time in 1-2 months)
3. Active tourists (camp lovers) and schoolboys:
- age before 30 years old,
- minimum rest charge,
- minimum facility requirements,
- average tourist’s activity,
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3. Description of suggested routes
On the basis of conducted surveys and determined target groups we offer the following
variants of water routes in the section Ivangorod – the center “Rosson” – Silent lake
1. Route Ivangorod – Kampergolm island - Ivangorod.
Name: «North War images»
Assumed duration of the route: 3 hours.
Time on water: about 30 minutes to one side
The route is based on real historical events that took place on the banks of the Narova in the
beginning of the XVIII century, and became significant for the development of Russia: battle for
Narva in 1700 finished in Russian army defeat and a victory battle in 1704 that fastened the outlet
of Russian into the Baltic Sea. Kampergolm Island – a destination of the route - was a location of
supreme headquaters of the Russian army in 1700, and a direct participant of that far events; today
it is a place of memory to the soldiers died in those battles.
All water routes that start in Ivangorod including “North war images” allow to admire a
brilliant view of the unique ensemble of two adversarial fortresses.
The advantage of the water route along the Narova as along the border river is in the
opportunity to view simultaneously the beauty of both banks, to tell about the lives of the cities
situated so closely to each other and nevertheless in different countries, to go along the border of
the two countries that exists and not.
Nowadays the routes that have some entertainment actions in which tourists can participate are
relevant among them. We offer to use the opportunities of Kampergolm Island for the organization
of such actions, games. Feeding of tourists should also be organized on the island.
The route “North war images” is oriented to group one-day tourists coming to Ivangorod with
an excursion. The route includes visiting Ivangorod fortress, review excursion around the city,
water trip on the Narova with an excursion, dinner on Kampergolm, entertainment program.
Time in Ivangorod is around 4 hours, total duration of the route for tjurists from SaintPetersburg is about 13-14 hours including way time.
The present route can be combined depending on the occupancy of ship, e.g. tourists can be
brought to the island by ship and taken away by bus or on the contrary.
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2. Route: Ivangorod – center “Rosson” – Ivangorod
Name: «Water bus»
Assumed duration of the route to one side is around 1,5 hours.
If the necessary infrastructure (berths and recreation places) is developed in future it is possible
to stop on the travel line on Kampergolm Island, on High bank, in the village Venekulia.
The route is oriented to individual tourists and inhabitants of Ivangorod who wish to rest either
in the center “Rosson” or on the shore of the Gulf of Finland or to fish on the river. It’s assumed
that the movement of a ship will be regular according to timetable.
This route can be used for children having rest in the center “Rosson” as an excursion walk to
Ivangorod with visiting fortress and other city sightseeing.
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3. Route: Ivangorod – Gulf of Finland – Ivangorod
Name: «A window to Europe»
Duration of the route: about 3 hours.
The route is oriented to corporative clients or can be used for conducting holidays on ship with
going into the sea.
For conducting holidays or other performances it’s necessary to foresee an acquisition of a ship
with the opportunity of the organization of feeding on board.

Another variant of route use – an excursion program on the way to the gulf and entertaining
games while return.

4. Route: Ivangorod – Gulf of Finland – center «Rosson» - Ivangorod
Name: «White nights on Narva gulf»
Duration of the route on water is 3 hours.
We offer to put this water route down into tourist’s route otherwise difficulties with its market
offer can emerge. Target group to which the route is oriented is individual tourists living in SaintPetersburg, traveling in small groups (family, friends etc).
The route starts in Saint-Petersburg. On the way to Ivangorod come to Koporie and Kingisepp,
where excursion programs besides line excursion are organized. In Ivangorod they have dinner,
visit fortress, Parusinka, Narva waterfall, Cathedral of Saint Trinity, a museum of the fortresses of
north-west of Russia.
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In the evening about 21 – water part of the route during which there is supper. During summer
period it’s quite light at this time and all the beauties of the shores are seen and when enter the
Gulf of Finland it’s possible to see the setting sun. The walk along the shoreline of Narva gulf
finishes according to the wish of the group or in the center “Rosson” or in Ivangorod. The
second day can be devoted to rest, it’ll be especially convenient in the center where there is an
opportunity for silent walks in the forest or boating along the route offered lower. At 17-18 – a
return to Saint-Petersburg.
5. Route: center «Rosson» - Silent lake – the center.
Name: «Listening to the creak of rowlocks or the calmer you go the more travel
allowance is»
Route duration depends on the wish of a tourist. If there are enough boats in the center two- or
three-days trips all along the Rosson can be offered.
The route is oriented to individual tourists who prefer to rest on water, like rowing and
catamarans. It looks like a boat rent with the recommendation of good recreation spots on the
river.
This calm rest will allow viewing rare birds that build its nests on the banks of the river,
enjoying silence, admiring lilies in blossom, sunbathing on the beach near the gulf. Wonderful!
The route “Listening to the creak of rowlock….” Will be developed only in complex use of
other suggested routes, in the presence of adults in the center:
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6. Complex route
To increase the efficiency of the use of ship occupancy and payback it is recommended to use
all suggested routes.
For example:
Morning 7.30 – 9.00 trip from Ivangorod to the center
9.15 – 10.45 return from the center to Ivangorod
11.00 – 14.00 a trip with a tourist group to Kampergolm island and back
14.15 – 17.15 one more trip with a tourist group to Kampergolm island and back
17.30 – 19.00 trip from Ivangorod to the center
19.15 – 20.45 return from the center
21.00 – 00.00 a trip with going out into the Gulf of Finland
A complex approach to the development of water tourism on the Narova will allow to
involve all target groups interested in new recreation suggestions, will increase visiting of main
tourist objects on travel line and will give a stimulus to a new phase of tourism development in the
region.
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4. Analysis of component parts of the water route
4.1. Factor analysis
Factor analysis is a method of multivariate statistic analysis that allow on basis of
experimental observation of object’s indications to single out a group of variables, determining
correlated interrelation among the indications.
There is one more definition “Factor analysis is a method of economy and production
investigation at the heart of which there is an analysis of various factors’ influence on economic
activity results and its affectivity”.
In our concrete case we choose the parameters which, from our point of view, exert
significant influence on suggested routes, and make an analysis of their condition regarding
maximum indices.
All suggested routes are viewed according to the following criteria (factors):
- Infrastructure development level (mooring constructions existence, approach roads quality);
- Navigable conditions (river fairway, presence of navigable watermarks and information
about navigable situation, approaches to berths and shores);
- Relevance among tourists and tour firms found out at the previous stage of our survey;
- Historical base – presence in the area of stops and along the travel line of famous historical
objects or events that took place there;
- Tourist’s infrastructure – existence of feeding centers, accommodation, facilities required
by tourists;
- Nature – attraction of shores, forests, silence and calmness; all that is need when you go to
the country for a rest.
Analysis is made according to ten-point system, marks concerning present situation are given
on basis of expert’s opinion. Factor analysis allows to show visually current state of affairs in the
given sphere and discover the weakest points in the parameters that determine system
development, consequently to find the direction of activity for situation improvement and further
development of water routes on the Narova and Rosson rivers.
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Table № 4.1.

Route № 1 North War Images
№
1
2
3
4
5
6

Factor
Infrastructure
Navigable conditions
Relevance
Historical base
Tourist’s infrastructure
Nature

Points
3
8
8
10
6
7

Maximum
10
10
10
10
10
10

Рис. 4.1. Factor analysis of the route № 1 "North War Images"
From the given picture and table it is clear that the most serious problem of the route is
infrastructure, both water and tourist’s ones. According to the rest parameters the situation is
favorable in general: the route is relevant among tourists and tour firms, meet their expectations in
duration and suits as one-day excursion to Ivangorod: navigable conditions are known (ships that
are in Ivangorod follow this route); natural conditions are not the strongest point of the route and
their mark is 7, but it’s not the lowest level at the same time.
For the development of the route “North War Images”it’s important to create appropriate
infrastructure: a mooring line on the island and a place for tourist’s feeding and entertainment. As a
first step the following can be suggested to the organizers: an installation of pontoon berth,
building a cesspool or an installation of dry closet and wash-stands, building a big feeding pavilion
for a group of tourists
If this route will be well developed and relevant, it’ll be possible to build capital
constructions making serious investments.
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Table № 4.2

Route № 2 Water bus
№

Factor
1

Infrastructure

2

Navigable conditions

3

Relevance

4

Historical base

5

Tourist’s infrastructure

6

Nature

Points Maximum
5
10
5
10
4
10
5
10
8
10
10
10

Рис. 4.2. Factor analysis of the route "Water bus"
The strong points of the route are a wonderful nature in the form of shoreline of the Gulf of
Finland and the Rosson River and the existence of infrastructure in the form of the center
“Rosson” where one can stay for a night and to eat. The route “Water bus” can be used with
more affectivity if to use it together with providing motorless ships and development of the
route №5 «Listening to the creak of rowlocks or the calmer you go the longer a business trip
is». As the given route is planned as a regular-route, the significance of historical base isn’t
important, but even in this case it’s impossible to hide it as it presents. This creates the
necessary prerequisites for the possibility of creation a tourist’s product on base of this route.
Now the weakest point from all the factors is irrelevance of this route, consequently when it is
offered for sale difficulties with ship’s occupancy can emerge. A way out of this situation can
be a creation of some regular mass actions that will take place on the sea shore, and preparing
suggestions on boats rent and conducting serious marketing actions for the route promotion.
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Navigable part of the route requires extra studying which will be held in the frameworks of
the project “Narva River Water Routes”. According to present data The Rosson river isn’t deep
that applies restriction on the choice of a ship. It’s also known that approaches to the berth are
difficult because of silt and sand on the bottom. To correct the situation and get the opportunity to
use the berth at its full capacity, it’s necessary to carry out deepening works.
Before the moment when the questions concerning making approaches to the berth
comfortable aren’t solved, inculcation of the “Water bus” will be difficult.

Route № 3 «A window to Europe»
Table № 4.3
№

Factor
1

Infrastructure

2

Navigable conditions

3

Relevance

4

Historical base

5

Tourist’s infrastructure

6

Nature

Points Maximum
4
4
4
5
8
10

10
10
10
10
10
10

The major advantage of the route is natural beauty of the shores Narva gulf and tourist’s
infrastructure (the route doesn’t include stops on the travel line and is proposed to feed tourists on
board, all the rest is in the departure and arrival point – in Ivangorod). Port infrastructure,
navigable conditions, and the relevance of this kind of rest are at the same level. For the
development of the route “A window to Europe” first of all it’s necessary to have comfortable ship
with the opportunity to organize feeding.
The development of the route with the ships that are on the Narova is difficult as these ships
have only open deck, there is no feeding and the level of comfort is low. According to the surveys
we have conducted corporative clients that are a target group for this kind of river recreation, will
hardly avail themselves an offer as the level of demands made to corporative rest is high enough
and the level of supply is low.
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Рис. 4.3. Factor analysis of the route "A window to Europe"

Route № 4 «White nights on Narva gulf»
Table № 4.4.
№

Factor
1

Infrastructure

2

Navigable conditions

3

Relevance

4

Historical base

5

Tourist’s infrastructure

6

Nature

Points Maximum
5
10
5
10
4
10
7
10
8
10
10
10
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Рис. 4.4. Factor analysis of the route "White nights on Narva gulf "

From six factors the lowest mark relevance has. From the experience of tour firms
organizing voyages along the rivers and through Leningrad region, two-day tours are not popular
now, they are more difficult for sale than one-day excursion trips. Such tours can be well accepted
by collectives traveling at the expense of professional committees. For the promotion of this twoday route good marketing actions should be done.
Port infrastructure and navigable conditions are at the same level and have 5 numbers of 10
possible. It denotes the necessity of serious contributions into this direction as without them it’s
impossible to start the route. However existent constructions and ship passageways along the
described route prove that the start of the route is possible. Deepening works near the berth and
navigable investigation along the Rosson river should be done.
Historical base for the route “White nights on Narva gulf” isn’t basic but it’s quite rich for
excursions organization. It falls well into the idea of the whole tour through the fortresses of the
west of Leningrad region.
There is tourist’s infrastructure all along the route from Saint-Petersburg to Ivangorod, it’s
quality doesn’t always meet the requirements of the tourists that means the necessity of works
implementing in the direction of the improvement of hotels service, closets building and pavement
reconstruction. Now the use of present infrastructure for the organization of the tourist route(-s) is
possible.
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The strong point of water route is nature and the beauty of the setting sun in the waves of
Narva gulf.

Route № 5 Listening to the creak of rowlocks or the calmer you go
the more travel allowance is
Table 4.5.
№
1
2
3
4
5
6

Factor
Infrastructure
Navigable conditions
Relevance
Historical base
Tourist’s infrastructure
Nature

Points
5
10
3
3
4
10

Maximum
10
10
10
10
10
10

Рис. 4.5. Factor analysis of the route " Listening to the creak of rowlocks or the calmer you
go the more travel allowance is "
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Such water routes are oriented to the active rest lovers, have low relevance among mass
tourists as there no many people fond of this kind of rest. A great advantage of this route is the fact
that navigable situation for sailing of motorless ship is unimportant and needless; shores beauty
and silence are more significant than collective mass rest. Existent infrastructure is not well
developed: there is only a basic stand in the camp and nothing else. Further development of this
direction is possible without investments, spontaneously as now. However it will be good to make
comfortable “green stops” for the rest of camping lovers and picnic organization on the shore of
the gulf.

Table № 4.6.

Summary diagram on all the routes
№
1
2
3
4
5
6

Factor
Infrastructure
Navigable conditions
Relevance
Historical base
Tourist’s infrastructure
Nature

№1
3
8
8
10
6
7

№2

№3
5
5
4
5
8
10

№4
4
4
4
5
8
10

№5
5
5
4
7
8
10

5
10
3
3
4
10

Maximum
10
10
10
10
10
10

Рис. 4.6. Summary factor analysis on all the routes.
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In all routes infrastructure has both the worst quality and the most significant influence on the
possibility of the development of water tourism. Berths absence is the main restrictive factor.
Review the infrastructure more detailed. In the picture 4.6. and in the table 4.6. a factor
analysis of all the components of the infrastructure of water route along the Narova and Rosson is
given. The quality of all viewed factors requires an improvement. At this level of infrastructure the
development of water tourism is difficult.
For the realization of the suggested routes it is necessary to solve a question concerning
installation and making berths comfortable; it’s possible to do it in a temporary variant, for
example, pontoon berths on Kampergolm, ships refueling through petrol tankers etc.

Factor analysis of infrastructure
Table № 4.6.

№

Factor
1

Infrastructure

2

Navigable conditions

3

Relevance

4

Historical base

5

Tourist’s infrastructure

6

Nature

Number of
points
3
1
5
1
5
2

Maximum point
10
10
10
10
10
10

Рис. 4.6. Factor analysis of infrastructure
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Navigable conditions. Navigable watermarks almost are absent along the route from
Ivangorod to the center Rosson. For successful development of water tourism their installation is
necessary and conducting navigable investigations along the Rosson is important as well. However
a practical experience of sailing in these rivers that can be successfully used for the realization of
the route. There are restrictions concerning draught of a ship that is planned to be used on the
suggested routes; it can’t exceed 80 sm. For the ships that have small draught navigable conditions
are satisfactory. A weak point is approaches to the berths especially near the center. Without the
implementation of deepening works two routes are impossible: “Water bus” and “White nights on
Narva gulf”.
“North War images” is expected to have the greatest relevance according to tourist firms
estimate. For the development of the rest directions realizing marketing actions is important. This
factor influences on economic base of the suggested routes.
Large in number historical events that took place on the banks of the Narova, the Rosson and
in the next settlements make a good foundation for the development of cognitive water tourism,
study of local lore, history education and allow to make a water trip useful and cognitive.
Present tourist’s infrastructure in Ivangorod and in the center “Rosson” requires
improvement, but it can be used right now for the accommodation and organization of feeding for
tourists. Complete absence of minimum facilities on Kampergolm and on the shore of Narva gulf
has to be liquidated, creating “green stops” and organizing a good care for them. Otherwise it will
be difficult to develop the routes “North War Images” and “Listening to the creak of rowlocks…”
Nature beauty is a strong point of all routes and can serve as a magnet that attracts people.
This factor in the concerned aspect of the development of water tourism needs a protection more
than a development. When introduce suggested routes it’s important to think over the mechanism
of nature protection, otherwise this factor will be a weak point instead of being a strong one.
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4.2 SWOT-analysis of the water routes on the rivers Narova, Rosson, Lake Silent..
SWOT- analysis of any water route on the rivers Narova, Rosson, Lake Silent..
Strong points

Weak points

- A route along the state border
- An opportunity to observe two countries
simultaneously
- Variety of landscape and natural resources
fitting for organization of a rest (a river, sandy
beaches, a sea, wood)
- Rich history
- A fantastic view of the unique ensemble of
fortresses from water
- Entry into the Gulf of Finland
- Local authorities are interested in the
development of water tourism,
- Existence of developed transport infrastructure
- Navigation along the Narova has a long
history,
- Existence of structures responsible for the
development of tourism in the territory
- Existence of infrastructure for receiving
tourists in Ivangorod

- a special regime of going out into the river
- Short summer period (navigation motor ships
of small size is before the 15th of September)
- Water tourism isn’t a priority for the
development of the territory
- absence of port infrastructure
- absence of comfortable ship for tourists,
- Stands and berths are uncomfortable,
- absence of the system of waste gathering,
water supply and sewerage in the ships
- difficulties with land laws and a hard
procedure of the agreement of building any
constructions on the acres closely adjoin to
water,
- absence of boundary and customs examination
of ships,
- bad condition of port approaches,
- absence of data about navigation situation,
- absence of navigation watermarks,
- some sections are shallow,
- lack of guides in Ivangorod
Threats

Opportunities
- increasing tourists interest to history
- good tourist firms reaction to new suggestions,
- Making investments for infrastructure building
- upgrowth of tourists visiting Leningrad region,
- Bringing in the means of Euro Union for the
development of building projects for port
infrastructure,
- realization of common projects including a
water one,
- development of navigation map of the route,
- Making programs of the development of
tourism in the territories taking into account
opportunities of water tourism

- Political situation and the absence of the
international agreement about the border
between Russia and Estonia
- Alteration of the legislation concerning the
navigation of ships of small size along boundary
rivers
- scanty financial opportunities for co financing
of joint building projects by local authorities ,
- lack of tourists
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1. Name: «the North War images»
Route: Ivangorod – Kampergolm – Ivangorod.
Vehicle: small motorboat passenger tonnage not less than 50 people
Route time: 3 – 3,5 hours
Strong points

SWOT - analysis
Weak points

- Satisfy both tourist and tour firms demand
(according to survey),
- Existence of mooring place in Ivangorod,
- Presence of two motorboats of “Unix”,
passenger tonnage of which is 20 people,
- Existence of rich historical inheritance along
the route and at the point of arrival
- Studied navigation situation along the route

- Absence of port infrastructure in Ivangorod
- Absence of mooring constructions on
Kampergolm,
- Absence of comfortable ship for tourists,
- Absence of infrastructure on Kampergolm,
- lack of guides in Ivangorod,
- it’s possible to carry only organized tourist
groups

Opportunities

Threats

- The development of excursion rout on the
theme of the North War,
- setting pontoon berth on Kampergolm,
- building toilets on Kampergolm,
- studying freight opportunities or buying a
comfortadle ship,

- Alteration of the legislation concerning the
navigation of ships of small size along boundary
rivers
- Alteration of the regime of visiting the island
connected to the building of a cathedral,

2. Route № 2
Name: «Water bus».
Features of movement: regularly, in the morning – one trip there and back, in the
evening – one more trip
Route: Ivangorod – camp «Rosson» - Ivangorod
Duration: 1,5 hours one way
Strong points

Weak points

- Satisfy both tourist and tour firms demand
(according to survey),,
- an opportunity to attract individual tourists
- Presence of the mooring place in the centre
- Presence of one launch for 8 people in the
centre,
- Existence of infrastructure in the centre
- The centre has a right to accept adults,
- An opportunity to get to the centre by your

- Absence of port infrastructure in the centre,
- Absence of comfortable ship for tourists,
- Absence of navigation data on the route,
- There are children in the centre in navigation
season,
- In the centre infrastructure isn’t comfortable
enough,
- Absence of evening programs for adults,
- Some route sections are shallow,
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own car and leave it there under the protection,
- Opportunity of combined routes,
- sea nearness

- admission system in the territory

Opportunities

Threats

- studying navigation situation,
- slipways building,
- improvement of camp infrastructure,
- Studying of the opportunity of the top-up of a
ship from a special machine
- an opportunity of family rest

- Alteration of the legislation concerning the
navigation of ships of small size along small
rivers
- Lack of people willing to use this kind of
transport,
- the centre is not ready to accept individual
people and organized tourist groups largo
manum

Route № 3.
Name: « A window to Europe».
Route: from Ivangorod to the Narova with outlet to the Gulf of Finland, a walk along the
beach and returning back to Ivangorod
Transport: ships of river-sea type
Duration: 4 hours
Strong points

Weak points

- Beautiful banks of the Narova and shore of the
Gulf of Finland
- It’s especially beautiful when the sun sets into
the sea
- Presence of the mooring place in Ivangorod
- Existence of tourist infrastructure in Ivangorod
- Attraction of organized and corporative
clients,
- organization of feeding

- Absence of port infrastructure in Ivangorod,
- Absence of comfortable ship for tourists,
- Absence of navigation data on the route,
- Infrastructure in Ivangorod is not comfortable,
- a significant rise in price the cost of the whole
route because of the overnight stops,
- Some route sections are shallow,,

Opportunities

Threats

- studying navigation situation,
- slipways building,
- improvement of infrastructure,

- lack of tourists,
- great dependence on the weather in the gulf
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Route № 5
Name: « Listening to the creak of rowlocks or the calmer you go the more travel
allowance is »
Route: the centre “Rosson” – lake Silent
Vehicle: rowing boats
Duration: from 2-till 8 hours
Strong points

Weak points

- Satisfy the demand of individual tourists
- Presence of the mooring place in the centre
- Presence of one launch for 8 people in the
centre,
- Existence of infrastructure in the centre
- The centre has a right to accept adults,
- An opportunity to get to the centre by your
own car and leave it there under the protection,
- Opportunity of combined routes,
- sea nearness

- Absence of port infrastructure in the centre,
- There is no comfortable zone of the rest and
recreation at Lake Silent,
- Absence of rented water devices and tourist
equipment,
- Absence of navigation data on the route and
lack of information for the organization of
individual excursion.
- There are children in the centre in navigation
season,
- Infrastructure in the centre is not comfortable,
- absence of evening programs for adults,
- Some route sections are shallow,
- admission system in the territory

Opportunities

Threats

- creating a comfortable territory in the area of
Lake Silent for “tourist” camp (visiting by
active tourists and children from the camp)
- studying navigation situation,
- slipways building,
- improvement of camp infrastructure,
- Studying of the opportunity of the top-up of a
ship from a special machine
- an opportunity of family rest

- Alteration of the legislation concerning the
navigation of ships of small size along small
rivers
- Lack of people willing to use this kind of
transport,
- a necessity of agreement with frontier guards
and administration of Kurgalskiy reserve,
- the centre is not ready to accept individual
people and organized tourist groups largo
manum
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5. Choosing passenger excursion-promenade ship.

At the moment in area of inner waters of Leningrad region, Saint-Petersburg and North-West of
Russia several types of Promenade passenger ships that meet all necessary requirements of
Russian legislation, work.
As an example: about 16 large navigable companies that have 165 ships of different qualifications
work on the rivers and channels of Saint-Petersburg. The most popular types of promenade
passenger ships:
• Big river excursion-promenade ship ( type «MOSCOW»)
( 9 companies ( operators) – in number of 30 ships)
• Small river excursion-promenade ship ( type «FONTANKA»)
(9 companies ( operators )– in number of 28 ships)
Conformably to suggested complex water route as an expert’s estimation, a Small excursionpromenade ship type “FONTANKA” is recommended.
It is caused by the absence of total navigable estimation of the section of water route (surveys of
depth and good fairway, on the Rosson river in particular), and correspondence to the necessary
requirements concerning excursion ship bundling (presence of covered deck with passenger
tonnage from 50 people, presence of open deck, an opportunity to organize and physically
anticipate feeding places (caboose), and correspondence to adjusted navigability standards
(maximum draught up to 0,8 meters, length up to 25 meters, river register class “P”).
Ship type
Project

Passenger ship
Р-118
Excursion-promenade launch, made specially for works on
the rivers and channels of Saint-Petersburg.

Description
Shipbuilding enterprises
The year of construction of
the first ship
Length / width / draught
(m)
A class of river register
Power, л.с.
Displacement,t

Podporozhskiy
СРЗ
(Russia,
Podporozhie)
Neva Travel Company (subsidiary «New Ladoga») (Russia,
Leningrad region) - ships of new construction
1974
20.30 / 5.55 / 0.66

"Р"
180 - ships of new construction
42.8 - full, 35.7 - empty
80
ships
of
Passenger tonnage, people
50 - ships of new construction
ships
of
12
Speed (km/h)
20 - ships of new construction

old

construction

old

construction
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Ship plan

Plan of a ship of projectР-118
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6. Economic substantiation of suggested routes
6.1. Raw data for calculation
Table № 1.
Table № 1.
№ п/п
1
2
3
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

Items of expenses
Ship value (rubles)
Amortization period (years)
Interest on credit (leasing)
Yearly acres rent for 2 ha (rubles)
Fuel consumption (l/h)
Fuel cost (rub)
Personnel salary including navigation
taxes per month
Personnel salary per month in winter
Navigation period (month)
Monthly overhead charges (rubles)
Max number of running hours per month

Sum
5 000 000
7
15%
100000
20
20
150 000
30 000
5
100 000
240
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Table № 2.
Ship maintenance costs
№

Items of expenses

Per a year in
rubles

1
2
3
4
5

Paying credit including interest
Acres rent
Personnel salary
Overhead charges
Fuel consumption
Total

821429
100000
960000
0
0
1881429

Navigation
per month in
rubles
164286
20000
192000
0
0
376286

Table № 3.
Raw data for the boats of “Pella” kind
1
2
3
4
5

Boat value
Number of boats
One boat passenger tonnage (people)
Amortization period (years)
Paying credit including interest per a year

25 000
10
4
5
57500

Table № 4.
Tonnage opportunities
Number of seats on the ship
Number of days-off during navigation
Number of days during navigation period
Number of working days during navigation

50
45
150
105
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Table № 5.
Route infrastructure

№
1

2

3
4

5

6
7

Kind of expenses
Building and maintenance of a
berth in Ivangorod
Project works
Building works
Monthly maintenance
Making the berth on
Kampergolm comfortable
Installation of pontoon berth
Monthly maintenance
Making Kampergolm
comfortable
Making the berth in the
“Rosson” center comfortable
Project works
Building works
Monthly maintenance
Making the berth in Venekulia
comfortable
Installation of pontoon berth
Monthly maintenance
Deepening works near “Rosson”

period of
use

cost in rubles

average price
per a year
2080000

2 000 000
20 000 000
100 000

25
25

80000
800000
1200000
660000

300 000
50 000
100 000

5

60000
600000
50000

2

220000
1 500 000
1 000 000
10 000

25
25

60000
40000
120000
660000

300 000
50 000
2 000 000

5

60000
600000
500000

Making the shoreline of the Gulf 100 000
of Finland near Silent lake
comfortable
TOTAL investments into the
infrastructure
27 300 000
Total maintenance of
infrastructure objects per
month/year
210 000

4

4170000

2520000
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6.2. CALCULATION INDECIES
Passengers on a route
Table № 6.
№

Passenger charge on the
routes

1 Ivangorod-Rosson
2 Rosson-Ivangorod
3 Ivangorod-KampergolmIvangorod
TOTAL
Expecting number of
tourist’s groups on
Kampergolm per a season

number
of trips
per a
day
1
1
2

maximu
maximu
maxim m per a
m
people um per season
on a
a
day
month
50
50
80

1500
7500
1500
7500
2400 12000

180

5400 27000

expecting
passenger
charge on
days-off per a
season
50%
50%
70%

expectin
g
passeng
er charge
in a
season
1575
2700
1575
2700
2520
5040

expecting
passenger
charge on
working days

1125
1125
2520

30%
30%
30%

4770

5670

126

Route value calculation
Table 7 Route “North war images”
Cost for a group
№

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Items of expenses
Number of people
Bus rent
Line excursion
Entrance tickets into the fortress
Excursion around the fortress
Excursion around the town
Launch rent
Launch excursion and excursion around
the island
Dinner
TOTAL direct expenses
Profit
Agents’ fee
TOTAL

Group sum

Cost per one
person

40
14 000
2 000
1200
1000
1000
4000
1000

350
50
30
25
25
100
25

4000
28 200
8000
4000
40 200

100
705
200
100
1 005
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Table 8 Route “Water bus”

№

Виды расходов

Duration to one side (hour)
Launch passenger tonnage
1
Launch expenses
2
Profit
TOTAL

Sum per a trip Cost per one
person
1,5
50
12000
240
3000
60
15000
300

Table 9 Route “A window to Europe”
Duration (hours)
Number of people
Launch expenses
Food
Profit
TOTAL

3
50
12000
10000
8000
30000

Table 10 Route “White nights on Narva gulf”
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№

Kinds of expenses

1
2
3
4
5
6

Number of people
Bus rent
Line excursion
Excursion around Koporie fortress
Entrance tickets into Koporie
Excursion around Kingisepp
Entrance tickets into Ivangorod fortress

40
14 000
2 000
1 000
1 200
1 000
1200

350
50
25
30
25
30

Excursion around the fortress
Excursion around the town
Launch rent
Launch excursion
Dinner
Museum tickets
Excursion in the museum
Overnight stop in the center
Supper on the launch
Breakfast in the center
TOTAL direct expenses
Profit
Agents’ fee
TOTAL

1000
1000
18000
1000
6000
1200
1000
16000
6000
2000
73 600
8000
4000
85 600

25
25
450
25
150
30
25
400
150
50
1840
200
100
2 140

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

group sum

cost per a
person

Table 11 Route «Под скрип уключин или тише едешь, больше командировочные»
Boat rent
1 hour
2-5 hours
5-10 hours

300
300
300

To choose the optimum combination of the routes let’s calculate the profit when the ship’s
charge is maximum, expecting or minimum.
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Table № 12
№

1

2

3

Level of charge

income

Maximum
North war images (2 times a day*50
people*100 days)
Water bus (2 times a day*50 people*100
days)
A window to Europe (100 trips per a
season)
White nights… (100 trips per a season)

22900000
8040000

Listening to… (10 boats*100 days)
Optimum
North war images (126 groups per a
season)
Water bus (10800 people to both sides)

300000
12600200
5065200

expenses
including
without
infrastructur infrastruct
e
ure
23758929 21238929

profit
including
without
infrastructur infrastruct
e
ure
-858929
23758929

3000000
3000000

23758929 16443429

-858929

23758929

8560000

17910129

10594629 -5309929

2005571

1620000

A window to Europe (50 trips per a
season)
White nights… (50 trips per a season)

1500000

Listening to…(10 boats*45 days)
Minimum
North war images (108 groups per a
season)
Water bus (4350 people to both sides)

135000
8709600

A window to Europe (36 trips per a
season)
White nights… (36 trips per a season)

1080000

Listening to…(5 boats*45 days)

67500

17910129 10594629 -5309929

2005571

4280000

16010529

8695029

-7300929

14571

4341600
652500
16010529

8695029

-7300929

14571

2568000

From this table it’s clear that for the maintenance of the company without taking
investments into the infrastructure the level of ship’s occupancy should be not less than
minimum, e.g.:
- on the route «North War Images» a ship should carry at least one group per every day
during summer and half a month in spring and in autumn,
- «Water bus» should go once a day during the whole navigable period and be charged
for 30% as minimum or go twice a day and be charged for 15%,
- route «Window to Europe» with going out into Narva gulf should do 36 trips during a
season,
- «White nights on Narva gulf» should be shown 30 times as minimum,
- «Rowlocks» should work nonstop during 45 days on 5 boats.
Increase of capacity or quantity of trips in comparison with minimum gives a positive
result and a profit consequently.
When calculate expenses without taking infrastructure, contributions into berth
building, watermarks placing etc. with the exception of ship leasing are not taken into
consideration. If the owner of a company starts to contribute his means into significant
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improvement of port infrastructure then if the ship is charged as it is expected he will incur
losses in 5 million rubles yearly.
A way out of this situation can be a joint work with the administrations of municipal
formations and district that are situated along the concerned routes; the work can lie in
bringing in the means of various funds, supporting border cooperation and the development
of water tourism, on the working out of project documentation, providing guarantees on
receiving long-term credits etc.
Optimal combination of the route is:
- 2 trips a day to Kampergolm,
- 2 trips a day to the center and back,
- 1 trip along the route «Window to Europe»,
- 1 trip along the route «White nights».
When calculate profitability we take not 100% capacity on every route because it’s
impossible to reach such indices. We issue from the indices shown in the previous table.
Table 12 Assumed incomes from all the routes
№
1
2
3
4
6

Routes
North war images
Water bus
A window to Europe
White nights on Narva gulf
Listening to…
TOTAL

number in
a season
126
5400
50
50
450

cost per a
person
1 005
300

300

cost per a
group
40 200
30000
85 600
300

income
5065200
1620000
1500000
4280000
135000
12600200

Table 13 Expenses including infrastructure
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№
1
1.1.
1.2.
1.3.
1.4.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Kinds of expenses
Infrastructure
Capital investments
Ship buying
Paying credit including interest
Maintenance
Acres rent
Ship personnel salary
Overhead charges
Fuel consumption
Bus rent
Excursion service
Tickets
Accommodation
Food
Agents’ fee
TOTAL expenses
Profit

per a year
27 300 000
5 250 000
5616929
2520000
100000
960000
1200000
480000
2464000
1030000
331200
800000
1704000
704000
17910129
-5309929

Table 14 Expenses without taking infrastructure into consideration with the exception of
buying a ship in leasing.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Ship buying
Paying credit including interest
Acres rent
Ship personnel salary
Overhead charges
Fuel consumption
Bus rent
Excursion service
Tickets
Accommodation
Food
Agents’ fee
TOTAL expenses
Profit
Tax (6%)
Profit

5250000
862500
100000
960000
1200000
480000
2464000
1030000
331200
800000
1704000
704000
10635700
1964500
756012
1208488
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Common indices
Income
Expenses
Profit
Tax (6%)
Clear profit
Profitability
Payback (years)

12600200
10635700
1964500
756012
1208488
11,36%
4,3

Various combinations of the ship’s capacity level are possible, including charge indices
etc. A minimum capacity threshold has been calculated, for steady enterprise work it’s
dangerous to cross it.
Anyway, calculations show that if to contribute finances into buying a ship in leasing, use
it on suggested routes at suggested prices that a competitive; this enterprise will be
profitable.
Consequently, regardless existent legal restrictions concerning the use of the Narova and
the Rosson rivers, the development of water tourism on these rivers is possible and
economically approved. On conditions that infrastructure will be developed not only at the
expense of ship owner but also of external resources.
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7. Marketing plan.
1. Route «North war images»
Target group: Group tourists who travel to Ivangorod for one-day excursion (as a rule from
Saint-Petersburg) or who follow as transit through Ivangorod.
Goods: a route (tour) to Ivangorod, including the way, excursion service along the route and
through the town, visiting Ivangorod fortress and feeding.
Price: 1000 rubles per a person
Place: booking will be organized in Saint-Petersburg, it’s also possible to organize it in
Moscow through tour firms.
осуществление продаж в Санкт-Петербурге, возможно и в Москве через турфирмы по
агентским договорам.
Promotional actions:
- advertising tour for tourist’s firms that organize trips to Ivangorod, Estonia, Leningrad
region;
- Publications in Mass Media, participating in exhibitions
- Organizing a mass holiday devoted to the North war (August, 9-12)
2. Route «Water bus»
Target group: individual tourists, Ivangorod inhabitants, family couples with children
Goods: regular water route along the Narova and the Rosson to the center
Price: 300 rubles per a person for both sides
Место: Saint-Petersburg, Ivangorod
Promotional actions:
- Publication in Mass Media, subject magazines, participating in exhibitions;
- Organizing subject holidays in the “Rosson” center or on the shore of the gulf;
- Advertisement in fishing societies.
7. Route «A window to Europe»
Target group: corporative clients, organization of holidays
Goods: organization of holiday or official programs with fishing on the ship following from
Ivangorod along the Narova with going out into the Gulf of Finland
Price: 30 000 rubles per 3 hours
Place: Ivangorod, Kingisepp, Saint-Petersburg, Leningrad region
Promotional actions:
- Advertising tour,
- Participation in particularized exhibitions (building, transport, medical…),
- Advertising products distribution in business-centers,
- Joined work with firms that organize holidays
4. Route «White nights on Narva gulf»
Target group: group tourists traveling for a day and a night,
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Goods: a tour from Saint-Petersburg including visiting Koporie, Kingisepp, Ivangorod, including
the way, feeding, accommodation in the “Rosson” center or in Ivangorod, excursion service along
the route, boating.
Price: 2140 rubles per a person.
Place: Saint-Petersburg, Moscow
Promotional actions:
- advertising tour for tourist’s firms that organize trips to Ivangorod, Estonia, Leningrad
region;
- Publications in Mass Media, participation in exhibitions
5. Route «Listening to the creak of rowlocks or the calmer you go the more travel
allowance is»
Target group: individual tourists, Ivangorod inhabitants,
Goods: leasing motorless ships for boating along the Rosson and Silent lake
Price: 300 rubles per a ship.
Место: Saint-Petersburg, Ivangorod
Promotional actions:
- Publication in Mass Media, subject magazines, participating in exhibitions;
- Organizing subject holidays in the “Rosson” center or on the shore of the gulf;
- Advertisement in fishing societies.
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